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Abstract
New particle formation (NPF) is investigated using measurements of aerosol size
distributions and meteorological variables made in two continents, including USA and
Europe. Despite the considerably different aerosol particle abundances among the sites,
a common relationship was found between the characteristics of NPF events and the air
mass convective and/or advective transport. CO and O3 act as tracers of tropospheric
and stratospheric air, respectively, their statistical relationship can be used to quantify
air mass characteristics and origins. The mixing ratio values of CO increased within the
upper troposphere layer before/during NPF events, which may serve as an indicator of
occurring the nucleation bursts if the other required conditions of NPF occurrence were
existing. As examples, within the tropics, SO2 can be transported from the boundary
layer to UT heights by deep convection and interestingly, tropical air masses were
transported to the Arctic area by rapid meridional transport.
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Chapter One: Introduction
This chapter contains five sections; section one deals with the background of
aerosol particles and discuss their impact on health, climate, and ozone depletion.
Section two gives information about the processes of aerosol particles, which deals with
how to determine the rates of nucleation, condensation and coagulation processes, but
due to missing of precursor gases data I could not excite these equations. Section three
deals with size distribution of aerosol particles. Section four is a historical survey that
shows the observations of NPF events that reported on the previous work. Finally
section five lists the contents of this dissertation chapters.

1.1 Background
Our atmosphere is made up mainly of gases; 78% is N2 and 21% is O2, with the
rest is other gases also contains very tiny liquid droplets and solid particles, called as
aerosol particles, also known as particulate matter (PM). Most of them are generally
released at the Earth surface, then they raised up by different mechanisms, such as
volcanic flareups. Dependent on their location; within low- and mid-latitudes, they
raised up into the atmosphere by the action of deep convection or volcanic flareups and
within high-latitudes, they raised up by the action of volcanic flareups. Then, at high
altitudes, they provide reactive surfaces for photochemistry in the presence of trace
1

atmospheric gases (e.g. SO2 and NO2). Polluted areas of many big cities involve some of
the large amounts of aerosol number concentrations that resulted from natural and
anthropogenic emissions. Many of these aerosol particles are in the ultrafine particle
(UFPs) range; aerosol particles with Dp < 100 nm.
Many authors, such as Gordon et al., 2017; Pierce, 2017, reported that the
majority of particles that found in the atmosphere are formed through gas-to-particle
conversion (i.e. nucleation) from clustering of low-volatility vapors, such as H2SO4. New
particle formation (NPF) implies the first step of several processes that producing cloud
condensation nuclei (CCN) or condensation nuclei (CN). NPF means particles are formed
by condensation of molecules to create particles. These molecules are called
condensable species. The condensable species are formed in reactions in the
atmosphere. Chemistry forms condensable molecules, because the form a liquid.
Unfortunately, we have no information on the nature of oxidized condensable
molecules that participated in NPF in atmosphere. Condensable molecules form stable
clusters or stick to pre-existing surface, condensation leads to growth and larger
particles formed. NPF has been observed in powerplant plumes where there is
abundant SO2. NPF has been observed in urban pollution, in forests, in aircraft exhaust,
in continental and oceanic air. NPF directly impacts the number of aerosol particles as
well as the number of larger particles that serve as CCN and contribute to the
abundance of particles that can damage health.
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1.1.1 Aerosol particles and health
Aerosol particles can participate to human health risks. Based on World Health
Organization (WHO), air pollution report (2019), anthropogenic air pollutions contribute
to around 9 million deaths each year. Li et al., 2003, Wichmann and Peters, 2000
reported that long term exposure to ultrafine particles negatively affects cardiovascular
and respiratory health in humans. Introduction to Aerosol report that was written by
the Center for Aerosol Impacts on Climate and the Environment (CAICE) stated that
Inhalable coarse particles with size of less than 10 μm (2.5 to 10 μm, PM10) can make it
past the body’s defenses and reach into the lungs, while, particles with size of less than
2.5 μm (Fine particles, PM2.5 ) are deposited deeper into in the trachea, bronchioles,
and alveoli. National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) issued by the United States
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). The function of NAAQS is to put limits to the
levels of air pollutants. 0-500 is Air Quality Index (AQI) range that used by EPA to classify
the daily air quality. AQI number is related with the health risk level for five main air
pollutants that Clean Air Act (CAA) make rules to regulate them: O3, PM2.5-PM10, CO,
SO2 and NO2. The concentration of each pollutant converted to AQI index number, Table
1.1 gives air quality index of PM2.5 and PM10.
Table 1.1: Air Quality Index for Particulate Matter (source: CAICE, 2016)
Level of health concern
Good
Moderate
Unhealthy for Sensitive Groups
Unhealthy
Very Unhealthy
Hazardous

AQ1 (Air Quality
Index)
0-50
51-100
101-150
151-200
201-300
301-500

PM2.5 concentrations
(μg/m3)
0-12
12.1-35.4
35.5-55.4
55.5-150.4
150.5-250.4
250.5-500.4
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PM10 concentrations
(μg/m3)
0-54
55-154
155-254
255-354
355-424
425-604

1.1.2 Aerosol particles and ozone hole (ozone depletion)
Stratospheric ozone is formed by photochemical reactions due to the action of
the sun's ultraviolet (UV) radiation on oxygen molecules (3 O2 + UV → 2 O3). These
reactions primary occurred at higher altitudes of tropical latitudes. Also, ozone does
form in the troposphere near the surface due to pollution. Ozone hole means the
depletion of the ozone layer that set in the stratosphere over the polar regions.
Ultraviolet radiation, UV (solar energy) that is harmful to humans, animals and plants,
and O3 absorbs this radiation form. There are many mechanisms that break down ozone
molecules and dropping the ozone's ultraviolet radiation-absorbing capacity.

1.1.2.1 Ozone and sulfate aerosol reactions
There are three well-known mechanisms of aerosol sulfate particles that
decrease the ozone concentrations and cause ozone hole; 1) Most atmospheric ozone is
concerted in a layer in the stratosphere, sulfuric acid (H2SO4) performances as a seed
molecule for stratospheric sulfate aerosol layer formation that supports ozone depletion
by halogen species activation (chlorine and bromine), these processes considered as
natural processes; 2) Tiny aerosol sulfate particles can remove stratospheric ozone from
the atmosphere. For example, during the eruption of Mount Pinatubo volcano in 1991,
sulfate particles placed into the stratosphere and caused decreases in ozone; and 3)
Keith D.et al., (2016) reported that shoot up sulfate aerosol into the stratosphere that
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may reduce climate warming risks, and cooling the planet, but it would also cause ozone
loss.

1.1.2.2 Ozone and chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) and halons gases reactions
Ozone hole occurs by the action of chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) and halons-gases.
There are two well-known mechanisms; 1) Some products, such as refrigerants and
aerosol spray cans contain CFCs and halons-gases. These chemicals are released into the
atmosphere, the vertical deep convection helps push these chemicals up to higher
altitudes, and it can take long time (decades) for converting these chemicals by sunlight
into a form that will cause ozone hole; and; 2) At the poles, CFCs attach to ice particles
in clouds (Arctic/Antarctic vortex), during the springtime, the sun makes the ice particles
melt, and ozone-depleting molecules will be released from the ice particle surfaces.

1.1.3 Aerosol particles and climate
Aerosol particles affect climate via several mechanisms: (1) scattering and
absorbing of sunlight; (2) scattering, absorbing, and emitting thermal radiation; and (3)
acting as CCN. The ﬁrst two mechanisms are called the direct climate effects and relate
to the optical properties of particles based on their size, shape, and chemistry. Due to
scattering and absorbing of sunlight by aerosol particles, not all of the light radiation
reaches the earth’s surface that results in a cooling effect. The third mechanism is called
the indirect climate effect through changes in cloud microphysical properties. As it is
5

well-knowing, cloud droplet formed when water vapor is cooled, then condensed into
the liquid phase. Water vapor uses aerosol particles as a surface to condense on then
forms CCN, CCN amount and properties affect cloud formation in two ways; 1) Twomey
effect deals with distributing water vapor among many CCN particles resulting in
numerous water droplets. This means that more efficient at scattering light back where
it came from which will result to cooling the planet (first indirect effect (cloud albedo);
Twomey, 1974); and 2) Albrecht effect deals with the lightweight of water droplets
which will cause to less rain (second indirect effect; Albrecht, 1989).

1.2 Formation, growth, transport and removal of aerosol particles
To make the rest of the dissertation more understandable, some elementary
thoughts are presented in this section. Firstly, the deﬁnition of aerosol particles;
secondly, a brief description of aerosol particle processes that are formed in the
atmosphere; and third, the most common way to describe aerosol size distributions.

1.2.1 Aerosol particles definition
An atmospheric aerosol particle is defined as a collection of solid or liquid
particles suspended in the atmosphere for short periods - typically between four days
and a week. Atmospheric aerosol particles can be removed by precipitation scavenging,
gravitational sedimentation, coagulation etc. Aerosol particles are categorized by their
sources (natural and anthropogenic) and by their production processes (primary or
6

secondary). Primary particles are emitted as particles. For example soot or fly ash from a
coal fired power plant would be primary. Some particles come out the back of jet
engines and these would be primary because they are emitted as particles. But if the
molecules forming the particle were originally in the gas phase, the particles are called
secondary. The newly formed aerosol particles are thought to be secondary. Secondary
particles are formed in the atmosphere as the result of chemical reactions that convert
precursor gases to condensable molecules. These molecules then stick to other
condensable molecules and form new particles or that strike and stick to pre-existing
particles. Many authors, such as Hinds (1999), define the aerosol particles based on
shape, size, and chemical composition. Aerosol particles vary in size, their diameters
extend over four orders of magnitude from a ∼ 4 nm to ∼ 100 µm. Size and composition
variations of the aerosol particles are due to physical and chemical transformation
processes.

1.2.2 Aerosol particle processes
1.2.2.1 Nucleation process (NPF events)
Aerosol particles initiate either by direct emission of the particle from a source
(primary particles), or nucleus formation by nucleation from the gas-to-particle
conversion (secondary particles). There are two different types of nucleation processes;
homogeneous nucleation involves particles that form from vapors without a nucleus
while Heterogeneous nucleation involves a nucleus, it takes place on an existing surface
7

such as a preexisting particle. Most nucleation processes are physical, rather than
chemical. Several field measurements (e.g., Weber et al., 1997; Riipinen et al., 2007;
Sihto et al., 2006) have shown that H2SO4 is a key component in atmospheric NPF in the
continental boundary layer. Heterogeneous nucleation is more common arises when
precursor vapor, such as SO2, NOx, VOCs and NH3, start to form a molecular cluster by
bring together around an existing solid particle or nucleus. If the number of molecules
inside the cluster reaches a critical size, then stable cluster will be produced which can
grow larger by condensation into a nanoscale particle, these particles are called cloud
condensation nuclei (CCN) or ice nuclei (IN). Particles with Dp ≳ 50 nm can act as CCN at
supersaturations found in typical marine cumulus and stratocumulus clouds (Quinn et
al., 2008).
Weisenstein et al., 1997, developed a sulfate aerosols model, he assumed that
all aerosols are binary water-sulfuric acid solutions and stratospheric condensation
nuclei (CN) source is NPF by the above-mentioned binary nucleation system in upper
tropical troposphere. He stated that in the stratosphere, where water number
concentration (Nω) is much greater than the sulfuric acid number concentration (Ns), the
nucleation rate, J (cm-3 s-1), is given by equation (1.1):
−∆𝐺 ∗
)
𝑘𝑇

𝑗 = 4𝜋𝑟 ∗2 𝛽𝑠 𝑁𝜔 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (

(1.1)

where r*: embryo radius, 𝛽𝑠 : impinging rate of gaseous H2SO4 molecules, 𝑘: Boltzman
constant, and T: temperature. Values of r* and embryo acid weight percent are
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calculated using the method of Zhao, et al., 1995 and Turco, et al., 1979. 𝛥𝐺 ∗ : Gibbs free
energy, saddle point, is given by equation (1.2) :
4

∆𝐺 ∗ = 3 𝜋𝜎𝑟 ∗2

(1.2)

where σ: microscopic surface tension.

1.2.2.2 Evaporation and condensation
The process of changing the substance state from gas to liquid, is called
condensation process; the reverse process, from liquid to gas is called evaporation
process. Weisenstein et al., 1997, used equation (1.3) to calculate the change of particle
radius as a result of heteromolecular condensation or evaporation:
𝑑𝑟
𝑑𝑡

=

ῡ𝐷(𝑃𝑠 −𝑃𝑠0 )/(𝑘𝑇)
𝑟𝜒(1−𝜆𝐾𝑛 )

(1.3)

where ῡ: average volume per molecule in the droplet, D: diffusion coefficient, X:
concentration of H2S04 in the droplet, λ: correction factor, Kn: Knudsen number, 𝑃𝑠 :
vapor pressure of ambient sulfuric acid, and 𝑃𝑠0 : partial vapor pressure of sulfuric acid
over the droplet surface. If (𝑃𝑠 - 𝑃𝑠0 ) > 0, growth by condensation occurs. If (𝑃𝑠 - 𝑃𝑠0 ) < 0,
evaporation occurs.

1.2.2.3 Coagulation
Collision and coagulation processes are considered as the most physical
transformations of aerosol particles. Aerosol particles getting bigger in their sizes by
coagulation process which is a straight consequence of aerosol particles collision. During
9

the coagulation process while the average particle size increases, the number of
particles decreases. Weisenstein et al., 1997, calculated the size change of aerosol
particles due to coagulation by using equation (1.4).
𝜕𝑛𝑖
1
1
2
= −𝑛𝑖 ∑ 𝐾𝑖𝑗 𝑛𝑗 − 𝐾𝑖𝑖 𝑛𝑖2 + 𝐾𝑖−1,𝑖−1 𝑛𝑖−1
𝜕𝑡
2
2
𝑗±𝑖

+ 𝑛𝑖 ∑ (1 −
𝑗<𝑖

𝑉𝑗
𝑉𝑗
) 𝐾𝑖𝑗 𝑛𝑗 + ∑ (
)𝐾
𝑛 𝑛
𝑉𝑖
𝑉𝑖−1 𝑖−1,𝑗 𝑖−1 𝑗

(1.4)

𝑗<𝑖−1

𝑉𝑗

where Kij: coagulation kernel between particles with size indices i and j, and 𝑉 : volume
𝑖

ratio (volume fraction added to the larger bin by the aerosol particles collision). The
calculation of Kij is described by Yue and Deepak [1979].

1.2.2.4 Removal of aerosol particles
The removal processes of aerosol particles are coagulation, dry deposition by
gravitational settling and impaction, cloud processing and wet deposition by
precipitation, and rain. Weisenstein et al., 1997, followed Kasten (1968) to calculate the
gravitational sedimentation by using equation (1.5).
2 𝜌𝑝 𝑟 2 𝑔
𝜆
) [1 + (𝐴
9
𝜂
𝑟

𝑤𝑠𝑒𝑑 = (

+ 𝐵 𝑒𝑥𝑝 {−

𝐶𝑟
})]
𝜆

(1.5)

where wsed: falling speed of sulfate particles due to gravity, ρp: particle density, r: radius,
η: air viscosity, λ: mean free path, A=1.249, B=0.42, and C=0.87.
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1.2.2.5 Aerosol particles transport
Aerosol particles can be transported to the upper troposphere by deep
convection and volcanic eruptions. Within low- and mid-latitudes the convective
systems dominate the vertical transport of aerosols and trace gases.
Yu et al., 2018, summarized convective transport systems types based on the
climate and regional models; the parameterization of the first one (deep convection) is
following Zhang and McFarlane (1995) while the parameterization of the second one
(shallow convection) is based on Park and Bretherton (2009). Deep convection assumes
a stationary state and shallow convection is a single updraft plume.
Modeling efforts to understand the aerosol particles processes were conducted
by NOAA Chemical Sciences Laboratory (CSL). Figure 1.1 illustrates the various chemical
and dynamical processes that contribute to stratospheric formation, transport, and
removal, the Figure adapted from Kremser et al., 2016. Figure 1.1 shows most the
aerosol processes, I will focus on the processes 1, 2, 3, 4, and 6 that related to my
dissertation topic. Process (1) shows emissions of precursors and primary aerosols from
their sources, process (2) shows transportation of these aerosols and precursors to the
upper troposphere by deep convection, process (3) shows gas-to-particle conversion
within tropical tropopause layer (TTL), process (4) shows entering these particles into
lower stratosphere via vertical advection. Process (6) shows the production of aerosols
and trace gases by volcanic eruptions.
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Figure 1.1: illustrates the various chemical and dynamical processes of aerosol particles;
Figure adapted from Kremser et al., 2016

1.3 Aerosol particle size distribution
Newly formed particles form portion of the full aerosol size distribution. To
determine the differences in number, surface area, and volume as a function of size, it is
often convenient to use size distribution. The size distribution of aerosol particles is fit
to three log-normal functions. Each of these functions describe three modes; “nuclei”,
“accumulation”, and “coarse”, roughly corresponding to the size ranges below 0.1 µm,
0.1 to 1 µm, and above 1 µm, respectively (Whitby, 1978). Further Aitken particle mode
is recognized between the nucleation and the accumulation particle modes. Four lognormal functions, three in the sub-micrometer range and one in the super-micron
range, are often required to fit the entire size distribution (Axisa, 2017). Each size mode
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has characteristic transformation mechanisms and deposition pathways (Seinfeld and
Pandis, 1998). The largest number of aerosols are found in the smallest size range and
the nucleation mode. Their surface to volume ratio is high, but their total surface area
and volume is small when compared to the accumulation and coarse mode (Buseck and
Adachi, 2008). Overlapping with the nucleation mode are particles in the Aitken mode.
The latter form by coagulation and condensation of nucleation mode particles. The
accumulation and coarse modes make up the remainder of the size distribution. They
contribute a significant volume and mass to the total aerosol and are critical in the
formation of CCN because of their larger size (Axisa, 2017).
The nanoscale particles can be having a short atmospheric lifetime. Frequent
replacement by active nucleation processes means that the concentration of
nanoparticles can be significant. Lifetimes can range from a few minutes to a few days,
depending on their size and concentration (Anastasio and Martin, 2001). In general,
smaller particles have a shorter lifetime as coagulation, and condensational growth
removes them (Axisa, 2017). Figure 1.2 shows a schematic of the above-mentioned
processes.
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Figure 1.2: Schematic of the size distribution of aerosol particles for various parameters
in an idealized atmospheric sample, together with illustrations of their formation
mechanisms. The number, surface area, volume, and mass distributions, as well as the
principal modes, sources, and particle formation and removal mechanisms, are adapted
from Whitby (1978).
Source: Buseck, P. R. & Adachi, K. (2008). Nanoparticles in the atmosphere. Elements,
4(6), 389-394.

1.4 Previous work
De Reus et al., 2001 presented distributions of the aerosol number concentration
and size distribution and CO mixing ratio over the northern Indian Ocean, the used data
were obtained during the Indian Ocean during the Indian Ocean Experiment (INDOEX)
in February-March 1999. De Reus reported that within the lowest 4 km of the studied
region, high CO and aerosol number concentrations were observed.
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Krejci et al., 2003 presented aerosol measurements from 0.2 km up to 12.6 km
during the Large-Scale Biosphere-Atmosphere Experiment in Amazonia (LBA)Cooperative LBA Airborne Regional Experiment (LBA-CLAIRE) conducted over Surinam in
March 1998. His conclude was that the maximum mode of the aerosol size distribution
shifts toward smaller sizes with increasing altitude.
Lee et al., 2003 reported that at altitudes from 7 to 13 km at mid- and high
latitudes in November 1999 through March 2000 high concentrations of ultrafine
particles were observed. Weigel et al. (2011) found high concentrations of newly
particles in the UT over tropical America, Africa, and Australia.
Andreae, et al., 2018, listed several aircraft measurements which conducted in
the upper troposphere regions and observed very high aerosol particle number
concentrations, such as Clarke et al., 1999; Twohy et al., 2002; Andreae et al., 2001; de
Reus et al., 2001; Krejci et al., 2003; Lee et al., 2003; Young et al., 2007; Ekman et al.,
2008, 2012; Yu et al., 2008; Froyd et al., 2009; Weigelt et al., 2009; Borrmann etal.,2010;
Clarke and Kapustin, 2010; Mirme et al., 2010; Waddicor et al., 2012; Reddington et al.,
2017; Rose et al., 2017.
Axisa, 2017, reported that NPF events were observed during MACPEX mission.
These NPF events were observed in the UTLS occurred just below the tropopause and
above the tropopause in regions of stratosphere and troposphere exchange and vertical
motion. Williamson C. , et al., 2021 identified a mode of aerosol (< 12 nm) in the
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Northern Hemisphere (NH) lowermost stratosphere (LMS) at mid- and high latitudes
from near sea level to an altitude of about 12 km.

1.5 Overview of dissertation
The objectives of this work include reporting the location of new particle
formation observed from 5 S latitude to 90 N latitude at altitudes as high as 20 km.
These observations are unique in that repeatable, quantitative criteria for NPF were
applied to over a million measurements made in the diameter range from 3.5 nm to
1000 nm. The specific objectives of this dissertation are discussed in chapter 2. This
includes a description of the studied campaigns. The experimental methodology is
detailed in chapter 3. Chapter 4 discusses the results. The first half of the chapter
includes the identification of the size distribution modes and the aerosol particle
abundances. The final portion of the chapter examines the intensity and location of
newly formed particles. Chapter 5 describes the main factors that effecting NPF events,
an objective of this chapter is to use measurements made at the same time as the NPF
measurements to see if the conditions for forming new particles were likely met in the
air when the new particles were formed (Factors that encourage NPF at high altitudes
over tropics, such as concentrations of pre-existing particle are low, condensational
sinks are limited, cooler temperatures, and stronger sunlight rays ). Also, this chapter
shows that a common relationship was found between the characteristics of NPF events
and the air mass convective and/or advective transport.
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Chapter Two: Scientific objectives and experimental design
There are three sections in this chapter. In section 2.1, I will give information
about the main objectives of this thesis. In section 2.2, I will give information about the
dataset sources. In section 2.3, I will give information about the nine NASA mission
experiments that included in this thesis, and finally, in section 2.4, I will describe the
methodology used to identify NPF events in clear air (out of clouds).

2.1 Main objective
The goals of this dissertation are:
(1) To provide in-situ data for NPF events in clear air at different altitudes and
latitudes. The data include, in addition to the local mission flights (over the United
States), international flights to Kiruna, Sweden. Measurements of ultrafine particles
(NPF) were made from -5 N latitude to 90 N latitude and from 20 km altitude to the
ground. The measurements of NPF events were determined with a Nuclei Mode Aerosol
Size Spectrometer (NMASS) and 1 Hz that made on 77 research flights between 1999
and 2011.
(2) To provide a survey about size distributions because this survey is very
relevant to radiative forcing and heterogeneous chemical processes in the UTLS over the
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North Hemisphere tropopause of the studied regions in different seasons. Within this
dissertation nuclei mode aerosol size spectrometer (NMASS) and focused cavity aerosol
spectrometer (FCAS) instruments were used during several NASA aboard the NASA WB57F, ER2, and DC8 aircraft. The NMASS and FCAS instruments provide particle size
distribution measurements of accumulation mode particles in the UTLS. Within this
work the dry size distribution data were analyzed with 48 size channels and 30 seconds
in the particle size range 4 to 1000 nm particle diameter; and
(3) Give a comparison between aerosol dry size distribution and NPF distribution.
The thesis focuses on changes in aerosol size distribution as a function of NPF events.
The size distributions showing NPF with a rising size distribution curve at smallest end
correlate very well with 1 Hz RD >3. For this purpose, we use three different data
sources: 1) The Earth Science Project Office (ESPO) Data Archive which contains
measurements and related information connect to NASA aircraft field experiments.
ESPO 1 Hz data for water, TAS, pressure, temperature, latitude, altitude, longitude, 30
second dry size distributions and 30 second aerosol surface area were used; and 2)
DataArchive_20150402.nc is the netCDF file that created by Dr. Meland, this file
contains all the variables that were used by the DU aerosol group, I used this netCDF file
to get 30 second MERRA data for determining of the tropopause height; and 3) I used 1
Hz NMASS XDR files for RD calculation (mixing ratio and particle counts).
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2.2 Datasets
In this thesis, I used two datasets, 1 second dataset, and 30 second averaged
dataset. The characteristics of 1 second dataset are; the period is small (1 second) and
small counts, small counts require a large difference in counts to be significant, because
the relative uncertainty is large, to minimize the effect of this problem I use the 1 Hz RD.
I trust 1 second dataset because of low counting rate (Mixing Ratio = bfactor * Count).
Except for several flights, when count rates get high, the linearity becomes more
approximate. When I am discussing the size distributions and aerosol surface area, I am
using 30 second averages dataset because the size distributions are accumulated over
30 second. Aerosol surface is calculated over 30 second. In the case of the 30s data,
when I use RD, I must use the average or median of the 1 second values of RD. The 1 hz
data are used in the distribution of NPF with respect to altitude, latitude and distance
from the tropopause. I need to clarify this distinction between the 30 second and the 1
hz. I am using the average of the 1 hz RD. I am not summing the counts over the 30
second.

2.2.1 Dataset sources
I report on 9 missions occurring from 1999 to 2011 sponsored by NASA. The
NASA ER-2, DC-8 and WB-57 aircraft were used on the 77 flights, more than one and a
half million measurements from the flights provide a survey over latitudes from equator
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to pole and altitudes from the surface to 20 km. Table 2.1 shows the sources of the
eighteen used variables.
Table 2.1: Sources of used variables
Variable name
ESPO archive
data
Mixing Ratio, MR
Count Number, CN
Static Temperature
Relative Humidity with
Respect to Ice
GPS Altitude
Thermal Tropopause
Heights (MERRA)
GPS Latitude
GPS Longitude
Aircraft ID
Ambient Surface Area
Plumes
Dry size distribution, dN
Lower diameter cutoffs, Dp
Air density
Ozone
Carbon monoxide
Water vapor
Air mass solar exposure

Source
DataArchive_20150402.nc

1 Hz NMASS XDR
files
√
√

√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√

2.3 NASA mission experiments
2.3.1 SOLVE/THESEO 2000 campaigns
From November 1999 to April 2000, the NASA-sponsored SAGE III Ozone Loss
and Validation Experiment (SOLVE) and the European Commission–led Third European
Stratospheric Experiment on Ozone (THESEO 2000), which cooperated to form the
largest field campaign to study Arctic ozone loss. Newman al., 2002, stated that the
main scientific objectives of SOLVE/THESEO 2000 were to learn; (1) the processes that
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will lead to ozone loss in the Arctic vortex and (2) the effect on ozone amounts over
northern mid-latitudes. The SOLVE/THESEO 2000 campaign was consisted of three
phases over the Arctic and mid-latitude region during the winter of 1999-2000. Utmost
doings took place at Kiruna, Sweden (68N, 21E). The following flights were excluded
from the above mentioned 1999-2000 Data; 20000116; 20000120; 20000123;
20000125; and 20000127.

2.3.1.1 SOLVE-DC8 campaign
Figure 2.1 illustrates altitude and longitude vs latitude subplots of 19991119,
19991122, 19991202, 19991205, 19991207, 19991210, 19991212, 19991214,
19991214, 19991216, 20000114, 20000129, 20000227, 20000303, 20000305,
20000308, 20000309, 20000311, 20000313 and 20000315 SOLVE-DC8 flights. From the
Figure 2.1, we can see that the observed area covered 10 to 90 deg. +N latitudes and
from 7 to 13 km altitudes, also, the Figure 2.1 has demonstrated that 12 flights were
conducted over high latitudes and under 12 km altitudes, but the other six flights were
conducted over mid-latitudes of 9 to 12 altitude range. Except for flight 19991122 (red
color) which was conducted over low-latitudes of 11 to 13 km altitude.
The mid-latitudes measurements were collected from the 19991119, 19991216,
20000114, 20000129, 2000227, and 20000315 flights, while the rest of the flights where
regulated on high latitudes.
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Figure 2.1 shows flight tracks for 19 SOLVE-DC8 flights

Table 2.2 shows some information about nineteen SOLVE-DC8 flights, such as
time, latitude, altitude, longitude, and number of measurements data points.
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Table 2.2: gives information about the SOLVE-DC8 flights.
Date
19991119
19991122
19991202
19991205
19991207
19991210
19991212
19991214
19991216
20000114
20000129
20000227
20000303
20000305
20000308
20000309
20000311
20000313
20000315

Time
400018280
81810108090
3009058830
2841059100
3399068220
3260062600
3645067950
2951053240
3407066410
112021190
3456067380
77500109600
5360084980
4062064920
4062066570
5042084830
4575072840
5399784717
2185050530

Latitude
33.233035.5380
12.267035.1780
63.040079.5870
61.938080.6970
67.853085.6730
67.508082.8320
68.622081.2730
59.617069.0250
39.270078.1770
35.7860
74.0680
38.117078.1770
37.015078.1750
60.688086.5220
67.114079.3730
67.697080.2500
57.400080.1370
67.622080.0900
65.073083.9070
47.962086.3230

Altitude
6.580912.4240
4.905813.1256
0.834210.5860
0.589811.5840
0.598611.6800
0.573611.7380
0.911011.7700
6.9705
11.8350
8.564911.6760
5.400210.5930
9.349712.5992
8.920911.6410
9.033411.5269
8.025611.1262
2.026811.6184
0.564912.4790
9.786211.7200
0.494811.7858
4.724711.2459

Longitude
-120.0200-115.9830
-118.0050-114.9820
-23.962020.5970
-22.480046.8880
8.7600126.0400
-20.637071.5300
8.3970125.8620
3.810018.9500
-116.592015.8500
-118.8630
-79.4740
-117.747014.0430
-118.792014.2620
-65.663029.2290
11.942083.4000
9.921071.7830
-20.997020.3850
8.328080.2250
-6.709060.0280
-120.872020.3630

Data points
14281
26281
28741
30691
34231
30001
31501
23731
32341
20071
32821
32101
31381
24301
25951
34411
27091
30721
28681

2.3.1.2 SOLVE-ER2 campaign
Figure 2.2 shows altitude and longitude vs latitude subplots of 20000226,
20000307, 20000311 and 20000312 SOLVE-ER2 flights. From the Figure 2.2, we can see
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that the observed area covered 55 to 85 deg. +N latitudes and from 10 to 19 km
altitudes, also, it can be seen that all the flights were conducted over high latitudes of
16 to 19 km altitude range.

Figure 2.2 shows flight tracks for four SOLVE-ER2 flights

Table 2.3 shows some information about four SOLVE-ER2 flights, such as time,
latitude, altitude, longitude, and number of measurements data points.
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Table 2.3 gives information about the SOLVE-ER2 flights.
Date
20000226
20000307
20000311
20000312

Time
2760052680
2506051640
2932056770
3480058860

Latitude
62.929984.7941
67.894982.9598
58.597775.0833
65.266379.4570

Altitude
9.470018.9610
9.362019.0660
4.521019.4370
9.621019.2920

Longitude
9.326019.8883
20.288074.2880
-4.283029.7518
5.012454.5556

Data points
25083
26581
27451
24061

2.3.2 CRYSTAL-FACE campaign
The NASA WB-57F that participated in the CRYSTAL-FACE mission made a total of
12 cirrus measurement flights from Key West Naval Air Station, Florida during June and
July of 2002. Figure 2.3 shows altitude and longitude vs. latitude subplots of seven
CRYSTAL-FACE 20020629, 20020711, 20020719, 20020721, 20020723, 20020726 and
20020728 flights. From the Figure 2.3, we can see that the observed area covered lowlatitudes (14 to 32 deg. +N latitudes) and from 7 to 18 km altitudes.
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Figure 2.3 shows flight tracks for seven CRYSTAL FACE flights

Table 2.4 shows some information about seven CRYSTAL-FACE flights, such as
time, latitude, altitude, longitude, and number of measurements data points.
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Table 2.4 gives information about the CRYSTAL-FACE flights.
Date
20020629
20020711
20020719
20020721
20020723
20020726
20020728

Time
5695067480
5762074210
6466081040
6546083670
6740086090
5934075450
6738084240

Latitude
25.075430.5034
24.120026.3232
24.316027.0870
24.472026.9761
24.806427.0365
13.924124.5606
24.767526.4992

Altitude
9.626015.8570
8.900916.2244
7.868318.2483
8.190818.2358
8.998216.1992
4.836418.1806
7.605418.1862

Longitude
-94.2788-80.4402
-82.0759-80.3804
-84.3390-80.1585
-82.8462-81.3696
-81.7469-79.2667
-86.2207-81.7283
-83.1245-78.0347

Data points
10533
16591
16381
18211
18691
16111
16861

2.3.3 SOLVEII-DC8 campaign
Flights out of Edwards Air Force Base, California, and the transit flights to and
from Kiruna, Sweden, sampled midlatitude air in the UTLS. Figure 2.4 shows latitude vs.
altitude and latitude vs. longitude subplots of 20030104, 20030109, 20030112,
20030114, 20030116, 20030119, 20030121, 20030124, 20030126, 20030129,
20030131, 20030202, 20030204 and 20030206 SOLVEII-DC8 flights. From the Figure 2.4,
we can see that the observed area covered 10 to 90 deg. +N latitudes and from 7 to 13
km altitudes, also, from Figure 2.4, it is known that most of the flights were conducted
over high latitudes and under 12 km altitudes. The 20030104 flight (blue color) was
conducted over low-latitudes from 11 to 13 km altitude range and 20030109 and
20030206 were covered part of mid-latitude measurements.
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Figure 2.4 shows flight tracks for fourteen SOLVEII-DC8 flights

Table 2.5 shows some information about fourteen SOLVEII-DC8 flights, such as
time, latitude, altitude, longitude, and number of measurements data points.
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Table 2.5 gives information about the SOLVEII-DC8 flights.
Date
20030104
20030109
20030112
20030114
20030116
20030119
20030121
20030124
20030126
20030129
20030131
20030202
20030204
20030206

Time
7596099390
255036930
2689058570
2028049140
3362065690
2698056950
4440081720
3320067850
3137066110
2979063270
3063066510
3422067490
1936043150
2556060240

Latitude
13.171737.3700
35.341778.0100
67.003380.9183
55.298369.1883
60.013380.9867
62.203374.1867
62.211778.9417
67.891780.2167
68.186782.0017
68.0233
89.9715
66.853380.0533
67.656789.9774
63.945068.5150
34.948378

Altitude
2.504212.8626
4.122410.9295
4.051711.3093
4.060912.0201
4.048712.0878
4.086811.6616
4.045311.8409
4.131311.7970
4.196211.8137
4.320211.2221
2.699011.8473
4.094711.5879
4.139211.9655
4.132212.4560

Longitude
-119.6817-115.2183
-118.123319.6217
-12.675040.0467
4.208322.0050
3.003338.7467
10.748325.1400
-56.636721.1933
-63.155019.7633
-58.998330.0383
-179.9463
179.8203
-7.700068.0267
-173.640927.9667
-22.753320.7733
-118.121719.1867

Data points
23433
26281
31681
28861
32071
29971
37321
34651
34741
33481
35881
33271
23791
34681

2.3.4 Pre-AVE campaign
Pre-AVE was conducted during January–February 2004. Measurements were
made in the western U.S. and the tropics from San Jose, Costa Rica using the NASA WB57F high altitude aircraft. Figure 2.5 shows latitude vs. altitude and latitude vs. longitude
subplots of 20040121, 20040124, 20040127, 20040129, 20040130 and 20040202 PreAVE flights. From the Figure 2.5, we can see that the observed area covered -3 deg S to
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40 deg. +N latitudes and from 11 to 19 km altitudes, also, it is known that most of the
flights were conducted over low- and mid-latitudes and under 19 km altitudes.

Figure 2.5 shows flight tracks for six Pre-AVE flights

The following Table (Table 2.6), shows some information about 6 Pre-AVE flights,
such as time, latitude, altitude, longitude, and number of measurements data points.
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Table 2.6 gives information about the Pre-AVE flights.
Date
20040121
20040124
20040127
20040129
20040130
20040202

Time
6610083830
4797063180
5971073960
5946073980
5797073810
5514071370

Latitude
25.531738.6717
8.180529.3975
-3.07559.6187
-0.09449.9365
-0.94529.9512
10.048729.0636

Altitude
4.403119.1330
4.364318.7049
8.279718.6726
4.455818.0567
3.214618.8969
3.340118.1372

Longitude
-97.0156-94.5401
-94.9905-82.4430
-84.7128-84.3451
-89.5520-84.0272
-89.8903-84.2905
-94.7972-81.7163

Data points
17733
15211
14251
14521
15841
16231

2.3.5 AVE(2005) campaign
AVE Houston 2005 was based at Ellington Field, Houston, Texas (JSC) and
focused on mid-latitude measurements in the UTLS during the summer. Figure 2.6
shows latitude vs. altitude and latitude vs. longitude subplots of 20050609, 20050611,
20050613, 20050615, 20050617, 20050619, 20050621, 20050622 and 20050624
AVE(2005) flights. From the Figure 2.6, we can see that the observed area covered 17 to
45 deg. +N latitudes and from 11 to 19 km altitudes, from Figure 2.6, it is known that
20050619 and 20050624 flights were conducted over low-latitudes and the rest of the
flights were did over mid-latitudes and from 13 to 19 km altitudes.
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Figure 2.6 shows aircraft tracks of 9 AVE(2005) flights

The following Table (Table 2.7), shows some information about nine AVE(2005)
flights, such as time, latitude, altitude, longitude, and number of measurements data
points.
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Table 2.7 gives information about the flights.
Date
20050609
20050611
20050613
20050615
20050617
20050619
20050621
20050622
20050624

Time
6572075320
5838073860
6411079800
6453079860
6274079720
6817083050
7169084680
6683082910
6096075180

Latitude
25.992830.9377
29.019232.8282
26.404135.7638
24.380931.4403
28.495440.2252
18.675232.2895
24.887332.9399
29.587943.4712
19.426229.2842

Altitude
5.777318.9718
5.621119.0764
5.800518.4413
5.800617.0284
6.180319.0241
5.900419.2657
5.814218.6676
5.986018.9659
7.639619.3570

Longitude
-102.9280-95.3788
-94.7888-79.0427
-100.1946-95.2534
-95.7376-93.8971
-98.7875-95.5373
-95.6345-94.2188
-94.9825-91.8239
-101.0098-95.4382
-94.8802-85.8295

Data points
9603
15481
15691
15331
16981
14881
12991
16081
14221

2.3.6 CR-AVE campaign
CR-AVE campaign was held in Costa Rica in January and February of 2006. Figure
2.7 shows latitude vs. altitude and latitude vs. longitude subplots of 20060109,
20060201, 20060202, 20060206, 20060207, 20060209 and 20060211 CR-AVE flights.
We can see that the observed area covered -2 deg S to 40 deg. +N latitudes and from 11
to 19 km altitudes, also, it is known that all the flights were conducted over lowlatitudes, but 20060109 flight has done over mid-latitudes.
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Figure 2.7 shows aircraft tracks of 7 CR-AVE flights

The following Table (Table 2.8), shows some information about 7 CR-AVE flights,
such as time, latitude, altitude, longitude, and number of measurements data points.
Table 2.8 gives information about the CR-AVE flights.
Date
20060109
20060201
20060202
20060206
20060207
20060209
20060211

Time
6935080060
5873073220
6388077470
5975075290
5847073200
6397078700
6544079990

Latitude
30.336739.6315
-1.440810.2183
-0.124410.2968
-0.125010.0911
-0.862610.7645
-0.806810.4791
10.285129.7110

Altitude
9.916918.0658
8.182418.7550
8.041318.9828
10.710319.4826
8.234219.1092
8.224219.4193
8.246218.9320

Longitude
-97.8576-95.3643
-84.5642-82.8915
-86.7805-84.1130
-84.4619-78.9726
-84.8593-80.6010
-84.9150-79.8399
-95.2235-84.0250
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Data points
10713
14491
13591
15541
14731
14731
14551

2.3.7 TC4 campaign
TC4 was based in San Jose, Costa Rica during July-August 2007. Figure 2.8 shows
latitude vs. altitude and latitude vs. longitude subplots of 20070803, 20070805,
20070806, 20070808, 20070809 and 20070813 TC4 flights. From the Figure 2.8, we can
see that the observed area covered 0 to 38 deg. +N latitudes and from 6 to 19 km
altitudes, also, it is known that all the flights were conducted over low-latitudes except
20070813 has conducted over mid-latitudes and under 19 km altitudes.

Figure 2.8 shows aircraft tracks of 6 TC4 flights
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Table 2.9 shows some information about six TC4 flights, such as time, latitude,
altitude, longitude, and number of measurements data points.
Table 2.9 gives information about the TC4 flights.
Date
20070803
20070805
20070806
20070808
20070809
20070813

Time
4458058770
4819060550
4697060350
4481058700
4700059270
5667068250

Latitude
9.852229.3280
6.149810.1067
1.882610.0501
5.89799.8750
10.159328.7541
29.340036.1823

Altitude
6.730618.5355
6.778418.8501
6.447418.9314
6.603018.9230
6.978219.2487
7.069218.6888

Longitude
-94.8922-83.9917
-84.2718-79.5299
-92.2824-84.4811
-85.1679-82.1013
-94.6721-84.3709
-94.7270-85.1797

Data points
14193
12361
13381
13891
12271
29971

2.3.8 MACPEX campaign
MACPEX was held in March and April 2011. During MACPEX, the NASA WB-57
aircraft flew 14 missions from Houston, Texas. Figure 2.9 shows latitude vs. altitude and
latitude vs. longitude subplots of 20110403, 20110414, 20110416, 20110425 and
20110426 MACPEX flights. From the Figure 2.9, we can see that the observed area
covered 25 to 38 deg. +N latitudes and from 6 to 18 km altitudes, also, it is known that
all the flights were conducted over mid-latitudes and under 18 km altitudes, except
20110416 was did over low-latitudes.
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Figure 2.9 shows aircraft tracks of 5 MACPEX flights

Table 2.10 shows some information about five MACPEX flights, such as time,
latitude, altitude, longitude, and number of measurements data points.
Table 2.10 gives information about the MACPEX flights.
Date
20110403
20110414
20110416
20110425
20110426

Time
6394077920
6195275722
6217377413
6767884898
6359779377

Latitude
27.808036.8371
29.537332.8697
26.358429.7446
29.865134.0628
29.908136.9091

Altitude
8.227017.7880
7.364017.3990
5.267017.1670
5.791017.1070
6.088017.9100

Longitude
-98.5768-95.2887
-94.4045-85.2350
-97.0848-91.9626
-95.2442-90.9334
-98.5839-95.0601
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Data points
13983
13771
15241
17221
15781

2.4 Meteorological content
We will get a rough information about in/out cloud measurement times for each
flight of the studied missions. We will take MACPEX campaign as an example to describe
the impact of temperature and relative humidity parameters on aerosol particle
concentrations.

2.4.1 Meteorological context of MACPEX campaign as an example case
MACPEX is planned to study cirrus cloud properties and the processes that affect
the impact of these clouds on radiation. Most MACPEX flights were through either anvil
cirrus or jet stream cirrus associated with intense spring storm systems which passed
through the region during the project. Axisa D. et al. 2013, reported that regions of NPF
were observed inside and near clouds in the altitude range from 10 to 14 km.
Figure 2.10 shows three subplots; time. vs. lat. (top) temp. vs. lat. (middle), and
RHI vs. lat. (bottom). From the Figure 2.10 , it can be seen that the measured
temperatures during all the flights were under 230 K except for 20110426 flight, also the
values of RHI were around 100%. Also, we can see that all the flights have time
segments that show in cloud measurements (block color).
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Figure 2.10: shows times of in/out cloud measurements of MACPEX flights
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Table 2.11 lists information of in/out cloud measurements.
Table 2.11 lists times of in/out cloud measurements
date
20110403

20110414

20110416
20110425

20110426

Out cloud
Time
64766-69740
70334-72511
73694-end
Start-64500
65450-66400
68400-68400
62180-66300
72850-end
Start-71900
78250-78700
81700-83480
Start-68150
71000-end

Temp.
204-239
220-217
200-244
250-208
222-225
227-220
263-230
230-257
250-206
204-206
209-205
262-226
237-206

In cloud
Time
69740-70334
72511-73694

Notes
Temp.
239-220
217-200

66400-68400

225-227

71900-72950

206-209

64500-65450 &
68978-70458: in & out
cloud measurements
66300-72850: in & out
cloud measurements
73450-81700: in & out
cloud measurements
68150-71000: in & out
cloud measurements
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Chapter Three: Methodology
3.1 Introduction
Newly formed aerosol particles were detected from measurements made with
the University of Denver Nucleation Mode Aerosol Size Spectrometer (NMASS). Recent
NPF was detected by using a Relative Difference (RD) method. The particle surface area
was calculated from measurements made by the University of Denver Focused Cavity
Aerosol Spectrometer (FCAS). This chapter consists of five sections. In the first section, I
describe the NMASS and FCAS instruments used in this study. In the second section, I
describe the NPF detection method. In the third section, I give information about the
method that used to plot aerosol surface area Figures. In the fourth section, I give
information about back trajectories (BT files) that were used to plot solar exposure back
trajectories. In the fifth section, I describe the methods for determining the abundance
of trace gases, such as O3, CO, and H2O. In the sixth section, I describe the method for
determining the thermal tropopause. The aerosol surface, solar exposure, trace gases
and thermal tropopause data are used in the discussion of the observed NPF.
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3.2 Instrumentation and experimental setup during field campaigns
3.2.1 Aerosol sampling on the NASA WB-57 aircraft during MACPEX
campaign as an example case.
The NMASS and FCAS were set up to the bottom fuselage of the NASA WB-57F
aircraft. Figure 3.1 shows a diagram and final setting up of NMASS and FCAS in the pallet
of the WB-57F during the he Mid-latitude Airborne Cirrus Properties Experiment
(MACPEX) (2011).. The aerosol is sampled using an instrumented, forward-facing,
passive, near-isokinetic inlet that made up of a double diffuser flow system that slows
the air flow to about 5 ms-1 (Axisa, 2017). Prior to measurement, the sample airstreams
entering both instruments were heated by 20° C due to compressive heating resulting
from the slowing of the flow. The instruments sensors were operated at 30 °C and 35
°C. Particles experienced additional heating was done prior to reaching the sensors.
Warming to these temperatures from ambient temperatures as cold as -80C resulted in
evaporation of nearly all the water from the particles. In addition other volatile species
may have been driven off as well. Thus the measured size distributions are dry size
distributions and the reported diameters are smaller than those in the ambient. The
amount of this diameter change can be estimated if the particles consist of sulfuric acid
and water. That assumption is often wrong for tropospheric aerosols but in some
instances the resulting diameter is a better estimate of the ambient size than the dry
size.
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A calibrated exit flow meter in the sampling inlet allows size-dependent
corrections for anisokinetic sampling when it occurs. A comprehensive description of
the instrument has been published by Jonsson et al., 1995.

Figure 3.1. (a) Schematic of NMASS (magenta) and FCAS (red/yellow) pallet
installation looking aft. The inlet (blue) is shown installed on the pallet. (b) Inlet
used during MACPEX. (c) The NMASS and FCAS as installed in the WB-57F pallet
during MACPEX. The NMASS is on the left and FCAS on the right.
Source: Axisa, Duncan, 2017

3.2.2 The nucleation mode aerosol size spectrometer (NMASS).
The NMASS instrument measures the size-resolved aerosol concentration for
particles (from 4 to 80 nm range). NMASS consists of five continuous flow Condensation
Particle Counters (CPCs) operated in parallel at a fixed pressure of 60 mb downstream of
a critical orifice. The NMASS CPCs operate at low pressure which makes this instrument
suitable for high-altitude measurements. The design of the CPC module is based on the
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University of Minnesota condensation nucleus counter (Wilson et al., 1983a, 1983b).
Wilson and coworkers describe an instrument designed to operate in aircraft for studies
of stratospheric aerosols. Filtered sheath air was used with Wilson and coworkers to
confine aerosol to the center streamline of the condenser, thereby reducing the
instrument response time, reducing diffusion losses, and ensuring that all particles were
exposed to similar supersaturation profiles as they flowed through the condenser. If the
supersaturation is too large, particles will nucleate homogenously without need for a
nucleus to form particles. Those particles do not represent the population of particles in
the ambient because they formed without ambient particles serving as nuclei.
Therefore the saturator and condenser temperatures are set to avoid homogenous
nucleation. Brock (1998) developed the nuclei-mode aerosol size spectrometer that
utilizes Kelvin-effect sizing to obtain fast-time response (~ 1 s) measurements of sub 100
nm size distributions in aircraft.
Each CPC operates at a different temperature difference between its saturator
and condenser. The larger the difference, the greater the supersaturation of the
working fluid and the smaller the particle that can be detected by that CPC. CPCs grow
particles to sizes that are detectable. The sample flow is saturated with the vapor of the
working fluid (Fluorinert FC-43) in the saturator (Brock et al., 2000). In the condenser
the flow is cooled and becomes supersaturated with the vapor of the working fluid.
Increasing the supersaturation of FC-43 in the condenser allows the CPC to detect
smaller particles (Kelvin effect). There vapor molecules condense on the particles in the
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flow and they grow to detectable sizes. Without this growth, they would not be
counted. Then the particles pass through a laser and light scattered by the droplets is
focused onto a photodetector. The photodetector converts the light signal to an
electrical pulse that is counted, and counts are recorded . If concentrations are low,
each particle creates a single pulse of photons which are detected and counted. If
concentrations are high, more than one particle is in the beam at a time and a
correction is made (live time counting). Since each detected droplet is grown to many
times the size of the original particle, size information is not available from the scattered
radiation.

3.2.2.1 The principal of the CPC
Figure 3.2 shows a schematic of the design of the CPC. As the airflow enters the
sample tube, it is split into two branches. The first branch is filtered to remove particles
and passes through the saturator, the saturator controlled at 35° C and is filled with
perﬂuorinated organic compound (perﬂuorotributylamine, Fluorinert FC-43, 3M
Specialty Chemicals, St. Paul, MN, USA). This organic compound diffuses into the
particle-free flow (airstream) to reach the saturation vapor pressure at that
temperature. The ratio of saturator to sample ﬂow is unchanging in ﬂight because total
CPC ﬂow and pressure are constant. The particle-free, saturated flow is passed to a
vertical, cylindrical extension of the saturator, where the sample flow which carries the
aerosol particles is introduced from a capillary tube. At the exit of this capillary tube the
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sample flow and the particle-free, saturated flow are merged again. The particle-free,
saturated flow acts as a sheath flow which focuses the sample flow into the condenser
and thus helps to avoid particle losses due to turbulences, diffusion, and
thermophoretic effects (Wilson et al., 1983b). After a short vertical section in which the
Fluorinert vapor diffuses radially into the central aerosol ﬂow, the merged ﬂows pass
into a cylindrical condenser kept at a temperature below the saturator temperature.
The rapid decrease of the temperature causes the vapor to become supersaturated and
to condense onto small particles in the flow. This causes the particles to grow to sizes
large enough to be detected by an optical particle counter (Williamson C. et al., 2018).
Each CPC produces number of counts over a set of time (count rate) of particles that be
able to be converted to concentrations by measuring the pressure drop in the capillary
flow meter and calibrating it to volumetric flow rate (Axisa, 2017).
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Figure 3.2. Schematic of the CPC module in the NMASS. There are five of these CPCs in
the NMASS instrument each with a different size detection efficiency diameter.
Source: C. Williamson et al. (2018): Fast time response measurements of particle size
distributions in the 3 – 60 nm size range with the nucleation mode aerosol size
spectrometer, Atmos. Meas. Tech., 11,3491–3509, 2018

3.2.2.2 The response function of the NMASS instrument
Figure 1 shows a preliminary experimental determination of the response of the
NMASS to particles in the diameter range from 2 nm to 80 nm. The vertical axis shows
the fraction of particles detected. The horizontal axis shows the particle diameter and
the CPC. Chan.1 is the CPC with the largest temperature difference between saturator
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and condenser. Chan.5 has the smallest temperature difference and the smallest peak
supersaturation in the condenser. It detects and counts particles larger than around 55
nm in diameter. If monodisperse particles with a diameter of 5 nm are introduced into
the NMASS, all CPCs will sample the particles since they are operated in parallel. But
only Chan. 1 has a supersaturation large enough to cause nucleation on the 5 nm
particles. So Chan. 1 will report the number of particles per second that it detects. That
will be about 50% of the 5 nm particles present. None of the other CPCs will detect
particles and they will report zeros. If monodisperse particles 70 nm in diameter are
introduced into the NMASS, all CPCs will detect them with nearly 100% efficiency and all
the CPCs will report similar abundances of particles. Each curve has a steep rising
portion and a less steep portion. The steep portion (for example the 6 nm to 9 nm range
in CPC 2 and the 28 nm to 32 nm range in CPC 4) is caused by the Kelvin effect and
determines the smallest size that each CPC can reliably detect. The less steep portion of
the curves is determined by diffusion losses within the instrument. Note that CPC1,
CPC2 and CPC3 have very similar response curves between 20 and 30 nm suggesting
that the diffusion losses are similar for these sizes in the CPC modules. CPC 1 and CPC2
also agree from 9 nm to 20 nm.
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Figure 3.3: Preliminary determination of the response of an NMASS to particles of
differing sizes. (Charles A. Brock, personal communication). Each of the 5 CPC has a
response curve.
Source: Source: Brock, C. A. (1998). A fast-response nuclei mode spectrometer for
determining particle size distribution in the 3-100 nm diameter range: technical
description. Technical Report, University of Denver, Denver, CO.

In this study, I have excluded measurements thought to be made in clouds. The
data in cloud are prone to contamination by ice crystal fragments that can make it
through the forward-facing inlet. It is very difficult to determine which data are not
contaminated when the aircraft was in cloud and as such these data are flagged and not
used in the analysis. A simple method was applied to exclude these data which when
the water vapor abundance measurements show that vapor pressure over ice exceeded
95% of the saturation vapor pressure over ice.
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3.2.3 The focused cavity aerosol spectrometer (FCAS).
The Focused Cavity Aerosol Spectrometer (FCAS; Jonsson, et al., 1995) optics
were designed and built by Particle Measuring Systems, Inc. The nozzle that governs the
flow through measurement chamber was designed at University of Denver. The data
reduction process and calibration were designed and executed at University of Denver.
The FCAS is an optical spectrometer that uses a helium-neon (He-Ne) laser to irradiate
single aerosol particles as they cross the laser. A measurement of the light intensity
scattered by an aerosol particle as it traverses a monochromatic beam of light of known
intensity and wavelength is an indication of the particles size, if its refractive index is
known. Therefore, to size an aerosol particle, it must be assumed that: (1) the aerosol is
spherical, and (2) its chemical composition is known (Axisa, 2017).
NMASS plus FCAS covers from 4 nm to 1000 nm (dry size distribution). The FCAS
instrument permits the determination of the total aerosol surface and the preexisting
aerosol surface. The formation of new particles changes the particle number
immediately and dramatically. These aerosol particles often dominate the number size
distribution. The FCAS measures particles in the 100 nm to 1000 nm diameter range.
The size of these particles is not impacted much by the small new particles. So, we use
the surface area in the FCAS size range to estimate the surface that existed prior to the
NPF. This surface area can be corrected for the drying that occurs in sampling and
transport to the FCAS.
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Figure 3.4 shows the schematic of the FCAS optical system. The FCAS uses the
same an inlet with the NMASS and suffers from the same cloud contamination issues.
The optical system of the FCAS is described by Jonsson et al. (1995). Its main
constituents are a high-order multimode He-Ne laser, a passive cavity, two sets of
collecting (Mangin) mirrors, and two detector arrays. In FCAS instrument a He-Ne laser
is focused within a passive optical cavity, where it intersects an aerosol stream. Light
scattered from single particles is detected, and the resulting pulse heights are analyzed
to determine aerosol size and particle concentration as a function of diameter in 32 size
bins from 100 to 1000 nm (Axisa, 2017).

Figure 3.4. Schematic of the FCAS optical system. A converging lens on the output of the
laser and an external converging mirror form a focusing cavity. Sample air with particles
is injected perpendicular to the plane of the image.
Source: Jonsson, et al. (1995)
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3.2.3.1 The FCAS data reduction
FCAS was calibrated at the University of Denver Aerosol Group laboratory with
over 490 test aerosols. The median of the absolute values of the discrepancies between
the FCAS and test aerosol for diameter and concentration was 3% and 11% respectively
(Axisa, 2017).
The FCAS data reduction is described in Jonsson et al. (1995). The data reduction
for the FCAS considers the water that is evaporated from the particle during sampling,
sampling efficiency, optical and electronic noise and the effects of anisokinetic sampling.
The data reduction method (Markowski, 1987) involves a Twomey method matrix
inversion which is necessary because the response matrix of the FCAS is not diagonal. .
The response matrix is determined from calibrations. The net effect of the data
reduction procedure is: (1) the corrected size distributions are smoother, (2) the particle
concentrations are altered due to the anisokinetic sampling correction, and (3) the
particles are generally larger than in the raw data due to evaporation correction. The
response curves for the NMASS include the losses of particles due to diffusion in the
NMASS. However, for CPC1, the diffusion loss is changing significantly with particle size.
The total loss for this size range is estimated in the data reduction method but is
uncertain due to assumptions that are required for the technique. As in the NMASS,
FCAS measurements made in-cloud were excluded (Axisa, 2017).
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3.2.4 Combination of NMASS and FCAS data reduction
The data from the NMASS and FCAS were combined to produce a continuous
particle size distribution from 4 to 1000 nm diameter. Data from the NMASS and FCAS
were averaged over 30 s intervals in 48 size bins with the following lower diameter
boundaries expressed in nm: 3.8, 4.2, 4.7, 5.3, 6, 6.7, 7.5, 8.4, 9.4, 10.6, 11.9, 13.3, 15,
16.8, 18.8, 21.2, 23.7, 26.6, 29.9, 33.5, 37.6, 42.2, 47.3, 53.1, 59.6, 66.8, 75, 84.1, 94.4,
101, 106, 115, 131, 149, 169, 193, 219, 250, 284, 323, 368, 419, 477, 543, 618, 703, 801,
and 912 nm. These size bins have much higher size resolution in the NMASS range that
results from simply subtracting each CPC output from the next. This higher resolution
results from using the high-resolution characterization of the NMASS response shown in
Figure 3.3 coupled with the nonlinear matrix inversion technique of Markowski (1987).
The resulting distributions result in a smooth particle size distribution consistent with
the data and the experimentally determined response of the instruments to within the
experimental uncertainties (Brock, 2008). The resulting data set permits the use of the
five NMASS CPCs or the smoothed size distributions to characterize the aerosol. The
response of the 5 CPCs that is used in data reduction is shown in Figure 3.5. Remember
that the curves of all the CPCs come together as particle size and detection efficiency
increases and remain on top of one another as detection efficiency decreases. Here I
review how the CPC performance is explained by the response curves. The size
distributions published by DU describe how many particles per milligram of air there are
in each size bin. To predict how many particles a CPC will report when measuring
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particles of a known size, we simply take the midpoint of that size bin and find the
corresponding detection efficiency. Then we multiply the number of particles of that
size by detection efficiency of the CPC for that size particles. We repeat this for all size
bins in the distribution and sum the results. When CPC1 and CPC2 are measuring
exactly the same size distribution, they will detect the same number of particles for all
sizes larger than 9 nm because the two CPCs have the same detection efficiency. But for
particles smaller than 9 nm in diameter, CPC1 will detect more particles than CPC2
because the detection efficiency is higher in CPC1 than CPC2 for this size range.
Remember that in this example, the same number of particles that are smaller than 9
nm is assumed to enter both CPC1 and CPC2.
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Figure 3.5. The response of the NMASS as used in the data reduction which produces
size distributions from the output of the five NMASS CPCs and the response of optical
particle counters that size larger particles. The detection efficiency for all 5 CPCs falls for
particles larger than 80 nm in diameter. The five CPCs show very similar behavior in this
region of the curve and it is represented by a single curve. This is due to losses in the
pressure reducing orifice that the total sample flow passes through on the way to the
CPCs.

3.3 Detection of new particle formation (NPF) events
We identify recent NPF by identifying observations showing a significant number
of the smallest particles we can detect. NPF occurs when condensable vapor molecules
that collide stick together to form clusters and these clusters grow into detectable
particles. We want to know reliably when we have particles in the smallest size range.
So we subtract the abundance of particles in CPC 2 from the abundance in CPC 1. When
we subtract the abundance of particles reported by CPC2 from the number reported by
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CPC1 in real measurements we need to remember that it is impossible to ensure that
exactly the same distribution enters the two counters. Note that the sampling process
introduces statistical variations that can be relatively large among repeated small
samples, even if all CPCs are sampling the same aerosol there will be variance among
the results because of counting statistics (Poisson Statistics). When subtracting the
abundance determined by CPC2 from that determined by CPC1, we must take sampling
statistics into account.
In fact we subtract Ch2 of the NMASS from Ch1 to determine if there is a peak in
the distribution at the smallest size. But both channels have limited accuracy due to
counting statistics. Assume we are sampling particles with an instrument that is pulling
Q cc/s from the air, and assume that the average we obtain over several minutes is C
#/cc. Then C will be uncertain and will fluctuate from second to second according to
Poisson statistics. The concentration C=N/Q where C is #/cc, N is #/second and Q is the
number of cm3 sampled in a second (cc/s).
Poisson statistics states that N will be uncertain and have a distribution. The
standard deviation (σ) of the distribution will be sqrt(N); N±√N (this equation implies
that the value of N is between N +𝛥N and N -𝛥N. If we agree that the uncertainty is ±
one sigma). We obtain the long-term average by averaging over several seconds. This
increases N and it increases √N. But the relative uncertainty is √N/N which gets smaller
as N gets larger. So to have an accurate average we want a large N. But to have good
spatial resolution and temporal resolution we like short sampling times (like 1 second).
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So, if we subtract Ch2 from Ch1, that may produce positive numbers where C1>C2 when
in fact the long-term averages of Ch1 and Ch2 are actually the same. Similarly for C2>C1.
The physics of the detection says that Ch1 sees particles larger than ~4.5 nm and Ch2
sees particles larger than ~8 nm suggests that Ch2 could never show more particles than
Ch1. But Poisson statistics says that some differences will be positive, some negative,
and some zero even if the long-term average in the two channels is the same.

3.3.1 Relative difference, RD
In this thesis, we use the statistical approach that invented by Axisa, 2017, to
identifying NPF. The mixing ratio of particles in each NMASS channel is equal to b iCi
where bi is a function of flow, pressure and temperature and C are counts recorded by
each CPC while sampling the populations. Therefore Mi = biCi where i corresponds to
any of the CPC channels between 1 and 5. Axisa has chosen 3 standard deviations (3 σ)
as his threshold for NPF. That is, he determined the number of counts that were used to
determine Ch1 and Ch2. The Poisson statistics apply to the number of counts, not the
concentration. His identification of NPF requires that the difference between the
abundances be larger than that resulting from 3 standard deviations of the combined
counting statistics. This means that surpassing the criterion as a result of counting
statistics is very unlikely. The probability of doing that is less than 9.99 out of a
thousand.
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Since the mixing ratios also vary due to counting statistics, it is necessary to
determine for each instance what the probability is that (M1-M2)>0 resulted from
counting statistics, where M1 is the mixing ratio of particles reported by the Ch1 and M2
is the mixing ratio of particles reported by the Ch2. Since Gaussian distributions
approximate Poisson distributions for large counts, we use the properties of the
Gaussian distribution to estimate probabilities that the M1>M2 resulted from counting
statistics alone. Negative as well as positive values of M1-M2 are expected in small
samples where the large-sample averages of M1 and M2 are equal. The ratio of the
reported difference (M1-M2) to the σ in this value expected to result from the counts
can be defined as “Relative Difference, RD” in equation 3.1:
𝑅𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝐷𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒, 𝑅𝐷 =

𝑀1 − 𝑀2

(3.1)

√𝑏12 𝐶1 + 𝑏22 𝐶2

where b is a function of flow, pressure and temperature and C are particle counts
detected by each CPC. It is expected that the counts in any channel vary according to
Poisson statistics in the absence of microphysical or geophysical factors (such as new
particle formation or spatial and temporal variation) that would drive variation. The
aerosol mixing ratio Mi is proportional to the counts Ci with the proportionality
containing the sample flow in each CPC, the temperature, and pressure. Each sample
period for each of the CPCs produces a count that is a sample drawn randomly from an
ensemble of counts whose mean approximates the long-term average one would get if
the same aerosol were sampled for a long time. Therefore, any variation in M1-M2
where M1>M2 outside that expected by Poisson statistics would be due to new particle
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formation. Since Gaussian distributions approximate Poisson distributions for large
counts, the properties of the Gaussian distribution can estimate the probability that
M1>M2 resulted from counting statistics alone. The further a measurement is from the
mean (i.e. towards either end of the distribution), the less likely it is being measured at
random, and the less likely the signal is due to a small fluctuation in the background. If
“relative difference” is greater than 3, then the probability that the positive difference
M1-M2 occurred due to counting statistics is less than 0.13% or a certainty of 99.87%. A
criterion was established where NPF is assumed to occur when RD is greater than 3 and
can be given in equation 3.2:
𝑅𝐷 =

𝑀1 − 𝑀2
2

2

𝐶1

𝐶2

>3

(3.2)

𝑀
𝑀
√ 1 + 2

In this dissertation, I used a 30 s average of RD for comparisons with size
distributions. But I used 1 hz RD for the plots of RD vs Altitude and latitude.

3.3.2 Differences between short(1 Hz)- and long(30 seconds)-term measurements
Gaussian distributions approximate Poisson distributions for large counts (say
N>100 #/s), but Gaussian distributions do not approximate Poisson distributions for
small counts (say N<100 #/s). In the following discussion, I will use mixing ratios as our
studied distributions because the values of dry size distributions that posted into ESPO
Archive Data were expressed in mixing ratios.
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The following Figures 3.6 and 3.7 give comparisons of two different population
means of particles (mixing ratios M1 and M2, short term 1 Hz and long term 30 seconds)
with RD. Each Figure has five variables; 1 Hz M1 in curved blue color, 30 seconds M1 in
dash line blue color, 1 Hz M2 in curved red color, 30 seconds M2 in dash line red color
and RD in black color. The first population mean has diameter greater than 8nm and the
second one has diameter greater than 4nm.
Figure 3.6 shows population mean of particles with diameter > 8nm for
20030124 flight during the time segment 54900 to 55000 seconds which an example
where the population mean mixing ratio of particles larger than about 4 nm is very
similar to the population mean mixing ratio of particles larger than 8 nm. So we
conclude that there are not a significant number of particles smaller than 8 nm. It is a
very good example of the variability due only to Poisson statistics being less than RD=3.
Therefore we do not claim that there are particles in the 4 nm to 8 nm diameter range.
From the Figure, we can see that long-term averages are the same because the overall
mixing ratios of red and blue are the same. But the second to second data provide
differences (blue-red) that are sometimes positive and sometimes negative. Also, we
see that the values of RD always less than 3 and we have about 7 time-intervals where
mr1 > mr2.
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Figure 3.6 shows population mean of particles with diameter > 8nm and the
population mean of particles with diameter >4 nm for 20030124

Figure 3.7 shows population mean of the mixing ratio of particles with diameter
> 4nm for 20030126 flight during the time segment 47500 to 47600 seconds. From the
Figure, we can see that population of small particle (blue) is greater than the population
of large particles (red). We see this because the long-term average of the data shown
by blue dashed line is larger than the long-term average of the red particles.
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Figure 3.7 shows population mean of particles with diameter > 4nm for 20030126

3.4 Aerosol surface area determination method
The FCAS instrument permits the determination of the total aerosol surface and
the preexisting aerosol surface. The FCAS measures particles in the 100 nm to 1000 nm
diameter range and this size of aerosol particles is not impacted much by the new
particles. So, we use the surface area in the FCAS size range to estimate the surface that
existed prior to the NPF. It is useful to know this surface area since these particles can
scavenge the vapor that drives NPF and the small new particles themselves.

3.5 Air masses solar exposure back trajectories
Calculations of back trajectories for air parcels encounter along the aircraft flight
tracks, will provide a spatial and temporal history of air parcel motion. The back
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trajectories are generated by Dr. Leslie R. Lait. NASA Goddard and provided back
trajectory calculations that included average fractional solar exposure over 5 days
(ESPO.NASA.GOV > ESPO Archive > (SOLVE-ER2, SOLVE-DC8, SOLVE II, CR-AVE and TC4) >
Goddard Flight Support - BT. Last accessed 6/25/2021). BT data were downloaded for
the flights reported here. The average fractional solar exposure ranged from 0 to 0.5 for
the trajectories examined. These trajectories ended on the flight path of the aircraft at a
specified time and the Relative Difference (RD). RD was plotted against the average
fractional solar exposure modeled for that trajectory.

3.6 Trace gas measuring methods
The O3, CO, and H2O data were acquired by other investigators who measured
these data. In some missions, there were more one investigator who measured these
trace gases. These trace species helped distinguish air that had come from near the
surface from air that had come from the stratosphere.

3.6.1 Ozone, O3
O3 was measured by a fast-response dual-beam UV-absorption ozone
photometer with an overall uncertainty of 75% (Proffitt and McLaughlin, 1983). The
most frequently used O3 instrument during the AVE(2005), CR-AVE, TC4, and MACPEX
missions was the NOAA O3 photometer. It has been flown for thousands of hours
onboard the NASA ER-2, NASA WB-57, and NSF GV high-altitude aircraft. Also, the NASA
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Langley in situ fast-response ozone measurement (FASTOZ) instrument (Browell et al.,
1996) was flown onboard the NASA DC 8-AFRC aircraft during the SOLVE-DC8, and
SOLVEII-DC8 missions.

3.6.2 Carbon monoxide, CO
CO was measured by: 1) Aircraft Laser Infrared Absorption Spectrometer (ALIAS)
instrument, (Webster et al., 1994), and it has been used in MACPEX campaign; 2)
tunable diode laser-based absorption technique by the Differential Absorption for CO
Measurements (DACOM) instrument (Sachse et al., 1987), that has been used in SOLVEDC8 campaign; and 3) ARGUS tunable diode laser instrument (ARGUS) (Jost et al., 1998)
and it has been used in CR-AVE campaign.

3.6.3 Water vapor, H2O
Diode Laser Hygrometer (DLH) instrument (May, 1998) has been flown during
the SOLVE-DC8, SOLVE-ER2, CRYSTAL-FACE, Pre-AVE, AVE(2005), CR-AVE, and TC4
campaigns on DC-8 - AFRC, and WB-57 - JSC aircraft. JPL Laser Hygrometer (JLH) ) (Toon
et al., 1991) is designed for high-altitude scientific flights of the NASA ER-2 aircraft to
monitor H2O within the UTLS layer. Finally, Fast In-situ Stratospheric Hygrometer (FISH)
(Zöger et al., 1999), has been used in MACPEX campaign.
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3.7 Thermal tropopause determination method
NASA’s Modern-Era Retrospective analysis for Research and Applications
(MERRA) makes global estimates of many atmospheric parameters available to the
public (https://gmao.gsfc.nasa.gov/reanalysis/). These estimates are model based
assimilation of several measured data sets. This means that the interpolation between
measured data points is done using models which calculate the values in the gaps
between measurements using known atmospheric physics. The thermal tropopause is
where the rapid decrease of atmospheric temperature with altitude stops and the
overturning of the atmosphere which dominates the troposphere transitions to
horizontal motions characteristic of the stratosphere. Although the aircraft data set
permits determination of tropopause height in many cases, the global coverage offered
by MERRA adds significantly to our ability to judge how far measurements were made
above or below the tropopause.
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Chapter Four: Results
4.1 Aerosol size distributions
The size of the atmospheric particles presents in aerosols varies over several
orders of magnitude. In this thesis, I find evidence for three modes (peaks) in the size
distribution. I will separate the particle size data into nucleation (1-15 nm), Aitken (1550 nm), and accumulation (50-1000 nm). Coarse mode data are not presented in this
thesis. The stated modes are frequently found in literature but can have slightly
different definitions. Dry size distributions are measured by the NMASS and FCAS
because the particles are warmed in sampling and transport. As the airstream is slowed
from approximately 200 m/s velocity to a few meters per second, compressive heating
occurs. As the sample is drawn into the instruments, additional heating occurs. Water is
driven off the particles in these processes. Thus, the measured size are dry sizes. Size
distribution data are accumulated over 30 second time intervals, diameters were binned
into 48 logarithmically spaced bins from 3.8 to ∼ 1000 nm (see section 3.2.4).
Size distributions show the abundance of particles plotted according to their size.
Size strongly impacts the effects of particles (e.g. cloud nucleation, light scattering) and
their behavior (e.g. coagulation, sedimentation). Size distributions measured at altitudes
from 4 km to 20 km and latitudes from -5 to 90 north illustrate large variability in
abundance at any given size and large differences in abundance as size changes.
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Measurements made in air with relative humidity with respect to ice > 95% were
excluded. The forward-facing inlet can smash ice particles and create artifacts.

4.1.1

Dry size distributions of 77 flights
Figure 4.1 shows dN/dlogDp vs. diameter log-log plot of 77 flights. From Figure

4.1, we can see that there are two modes; the nucleation mode has a peak located at ∼
7 nm and the Aitken mode has a peak located at ∼ 20 nm.

Figure 4.1. 56113 dry size distributions, the mean of each size bin is plotted
in red. Abundances are expressed as particles per milligram of air per
divided by dlogDp for the diameter range of each bin.
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4.1.2 Relation between dry size distribution and RD distributions
There are two RD distributions; the first one is RD > 3 distribution which
represents the NPF events, and the second one is RD < 3 distribution which represents
the non-NPF events. The NPF event (RD > 3) shows clearly fresh new particles in the size
range < 15 nm and has a much higher particle concentrations for the smaller particles.
The non-event (RD < 3) shows almost few newly particles and shows more aged
aerosols with the highest aerosol mode at around 60 nm. The values of RD used in this
sorting are averages over the 30 s required for each size distribution.

4.1.2.1

Relation between dry size distribution and RD distributions of 77 flights
Figure 4.2 shows two subplots of RD > 3 distribution vs. Dp (left subplot), and RD

< 3 distribution vs. Dp (right subplot). Figure 4.2 demonstrate a comparison between
these different distributions, it can be used to know the maximum peak values for the
existed modes and know the RD > 3 and RD < 3 distributions differences compared with
dry size distribution (see Figure 4.1). Size distributions showing NPF (RD >3) are different
from size distributions that do not show NPF (RD <3) in that there are many more small
particles in the SDs showing NPF. This difference results from the fact that the new
particles are small (~ 1 nm in diameter) and grow as a result of condensation of
condensable species to larger sizes. Differences are less pronounced at diameters
above 100 nm. The left subplot of Figure 4.2 shows that the maximum values of the
peaks of the RD > 3 distributions were about the same as the maximum values of that of
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the dry size distribution (see Figure 4.1) that revealed two prominent modes: a
nucleation mode with mode diameter at ∼7 nm and a reliable Aitken mode (15 nm < Dp
< 50 nm) with mode diameter at ∼20 nm. Number of RD > 3 data points out of cloud
was 5890 out of 56113, with a percentage of 0.104 % and the nucleation mode had high
distribution values. Unlike the RD > 3 distribution, the RD < 3 distribution had two
indistinct peaks. The number of RD < 3 data points out of cloud was 39923 out of
56113.

Figure 4.2: RD > 3 and RD < 3 comparison of 77 flights
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The NPF number distributions show two modes in the distributions. The
nucleation mode is shown at the smallest size and includes particles formed in the gasto-particle conversion process that produces NPF. This mode clearly extends to smaller
sizes than are detected by the NMASS and its population is uncertain. The Aitken mode
is shown peaking around 20 nm in both the number distributions showing NPF and the
ones not showing NPF. Figure 4.3 shows that the NPF strongly impacts the number of
particles in the Nucleation and Aitken modes. Also, shows many fewer particles in the Dp
< 30 nm size range for the RD <3 case but many more in that size range than in the D p
>100 nm range. The accumulation mode is more easily seen in plots of the volume
weighting of the size distribution. The identification of NPF events was based on the
comparison of measurements made by CPC1 and CPC2 of the NMASS where the values
were averaged over the same 30s intervals as the size distributions. These differences
are reflected in the shape of the size distributions and abundances up to 100 nm.
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Figure 4.3: Mean number distributions with/without NPF

4.1.2.2

Relation between size distribution and RD distributions
over low latitudes (-5N to 30N)
In this section, we have plotted number, surface and volume distributions that

show and do not show NPF to examine the impact of NPF on the size distributions in our
observations. We show measurements made in the low latitudes, -5 N to 30 N, below
the tropopause since the greatest impact of NPF was observed there. The following 12
tropical NPF events: 20020726, 20040124, 20040129, 20040130, 20060201, 20060206,
20060207, 20060209, 20070803, 20070805, 20070806, and 20070808 were conducted
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over tropics and they used to show the effect of NPF events on the different size
distributions properties.

4.1.2.2.1 Number distribution
Figure 4.4 shows size distributions showing NPF; RD > 3 (left) and that do not
show NPF; RD < 3 (Right). Number of RD > 3 data points out of cloud was 2635 out of
56113, the number of RD < 3 data points out of cloud was 3381 out of 56113. There is
considerable variability in the abundance at any given size. At 20 nm particle diameter,
the distributions showing NPF, abundance ranges from 60 mg-1 (particles per milligram
air) in the 15 nm to 30 nm diameter range to about 9000 mg-1. This was estimated from
the graph as follows: dN/dlogDp ~ 100 mg-1 at the low end of the curves at Dp = 200 nm.
The size range from 15 to 30 nm covers a factor of 2, therefore dlogD p = 0.30 which is
unitless. The product of 200 and 0.30 is 60. The variability in abundance is more than 2
orders of magnitude from the smallest abundance to the largest at all sizes.
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Figure 4.4: Number size distributions with/without NPF of tropics flights.

Figure 4.5 shows mean number size distributions with/without NPF of tropics
flights. Figure 4.5 shows that the NPF events strongly impact the number of particles in
the nucleation modes. The Aitken modes are similar for the mean number distributions.
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Figure 4.5: Mean number size distributions with/without NPF of tropics
flights

4.1.2.2.2 Surface distributions
Figure 4.6 shows surface distributions compared for samples showing NPF and
those not showing NPF. Comparison of aerosol surface concentration in the NPF and no
NPF cases shows that NPF adds considerable surface to the small end of the size range.
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Figure 4.6: Surface size distributions with/without NPF of tropics flights.

Figure 4.7: shows mean surface distributions for the sample showing NPF and
the sample not showing NPF. The aerosol surface is smaller on the size distributions
showing NPF. This is consistent with the fact that pre-existing aerosol surface tends to
quench NPF. The formation of new particles is the result of several factors and this data
set is not complete enough to allow quantitative determination of their relative
importance. But these results do suggest possible interpretations concerning what is
likely to be important. From Figure 4.7, we can see that surface area abundance is less in
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surface distributions showing new particle formation. Ultimately, NPF will increase
surface area concentration by coagulating with larger particles. And NPF indicates the
occurrence of photochemical conversion of gas phase species to condensable species
and those molecules cause aerosol growth in larger particles as well. Non-the-less, the
aerosol surface is smaller on the size distributions showing NPF. It may explain part of
the difference between those distributions showing NPF and those which do not show
NPF.

Figure 4.7: Mean surface size distributions with/without NPF of
tropics flights
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4.1.2.2.3 Volume distribution
Figure 4.8 shows volume distributions compared for samples showing NPF and
those not showing NPF. The volume distributions show the accumulation mode in the
diameter range from 60 to 1000 nm. The volume distribution shows the accumulation
mode of the aerosol size distribution. The accumulation mode is where particles end up
in. On average, there are fewer particles, less surface and less volume in the
accumulation mode for those size distributions showing new particle formation than for
those not evidencing the recent formation of new particles.

Figure 4.8: Volume size distributions with/without NPF of tropics
flights.
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Figure 4.9 shows mean volume distributions for the sample showing NPF and the
sample not showing NPF.

Figure 4.9: Mean volume size distributions with/without NPF of
tropics flights

4.1.3 Dry size distribution as a function of distance from the tropopause
Figure 4.10 shows number of samples with RD>3 as a function of particle
diameter and distance from the MERRA tropopause of 77 flights. I have plotted the
average number distribution as a function of distance from the tropopause. Certainly
many more particles smaller than approximately 30 nm are found below the tropopause
than are found above the tropopause. On average the nucleation mode contains many
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fewer particles in the stratosphere than in the upper troposphere. Here we see that
most the nucleation modes appear in the troposphere and not in the stratosphere.

Figure 4.10: dN/dlogDp is shown as a function of distance from the
tropopause of 77 flights

4.2 NPF event observations
4.2.1 An example of NPF events in clear air
The NMASS only sees particles - if the NMASS counted something, that thing is a
particle (with a few exceptions). Single elevated values of RD may the result of statistical
fluctuations in counting. Such events are real particles. However the elevated RD may
not reflect an actual difference in the abundance of particles seen by CPC1 and CPC2. It
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might be an elevated RD because of statistical fluctuations in counting. We expect
roughly 3 statistical events per thousand because we went out 3 standard deviations in
our definition of RD. Figure 4.11 shows 20070806 flight as an example. Most of the
measurement resulted in an RD between -3 and 3. Top panel shows MR1, MR2 and
Altitude. The bottom panel shows RD and indicates which values were obtained in
clouds (grey color), and out of clouds (red color). Events of NPF are indicated with red
points. Most of the peaks were out of cloud. red peaks appear around 10 times in the
full-time interval. Each of those peaks contains several points. If 3 events per thousand
are expected due to statistical fluctuations, only 3X13 or 39 individual points with RD>3
would be due to statistical fluctuations. And these points would be spread out
throughout the interval.
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Figure 4.11 shows 20070806 flight shows RD as a function of time. Most of the
measurement resulted in an RD between -3 and 3. Top panel shows MR1/10, MR2/10
and Altitude. The bottom panel shows RD and indicates which values were obtained in
clouds (grey color), and out of clouds (red color).

4.2.2 Geographical distribution of NPF (RD >3) and aerosol properties.
4.2.2.1 Relationship between the particles abundance (MR1)
and NPF events
4.2.2.1.1 MR1 and NPF events
The size distributions, such as low latitude distributions, were sorted on the basis
of Relative Difference (RD) which takes the relationship between the first channel (∼4 ∼8 nm) and second channel (∼8 - ∼16nm) into account. RD determines how much
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larger the abundance of particles detected in the first channel is compared to the
second channel in terms of the counting statistics. That statistic functions well to pick
distributions in which the nucleation mode dominates the number distributions. Newly
formed particles; 1 nm in diameter, are smaller than particles measured by the FCAS
and NMASS. The abundance of the nucleation mode then is a marker for recent new
particle formation. Figure 4.12 shows plots of 1 hz data not of size distributions.
Figure 4.12 shows MR1, the mixing ratio of particles detected by CPC1, as a
function of latitude and altitude, the CPC1 mixing ratio measures particles larger than 4
nm/mg air. This is an approximation. Figure 3.5 showed a response curve that shows the
curve for CPC1, CPC1 does not see all particles larger than 4nm in diameter. So the
mixing ratio of particles measured by CPC1 is approximately equal to the mixing ratio of
particles with diameters larger than 4 nm. The mean mixing ratios varied from 100
particles/mg air to 10,000 particles/mg air. High altitudes and high latitudes had
smallest abundances. It is clear that the abundances were high (∼31000 particles/mg
air) over tropical latitudes, from 9 km to 16 km altitudes, and the abundances were low
(∼3000 particles/mg air) over high latitudes, from 6 km to 13 km altitudes. The
boundary between higher and lower abundances shown in Figure 4.12 resembles the
location of the tropopause.
There is large variability in the mixing ratio of particles as latitude and altitude
vary. Since many of the measurements made north of 60N were made in Arctic winter,
this contrast may be enhanced due to seasonal variation in light. Since the shape of the
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region that shows the smallest abundance of particle resembles the well-known location
of the stratosphere as a function of latitude, it seems useful to plot these data as a
function of distance from the tropopause.

Figure 4.12: Abundance of particles measured by CPC1 of the NMASS. Means are
calculated for each latitude-altitude bin and include measurements showing NPF and
measurements not showing NPF.

4.2.2.1.2 MR1 and no NPF events
Figure 4.13 shows the approximation of mixing ratio of particles larger than 4nm.
Measurements showing recent new particle formation have been excluded from the
means. In the absence of NPF, peak abundances would be reduced in the lower latitude
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upper troposphere also, the mixing ratios in many locations are smaller in the absence
of NPF.

Figure 4.13, Mixing ratio of particles larger than 4nm. Measurements showing recent
new particle formation have been excluded from the means.

Figure 4.14 shows the number of measurements of RD variable in each latitude
and altitude bin. Because roughly 37/77 of the flights were conducted over the latitudes
between 55 - 90 N, in different winter seasons with aircraft duration times were long
time periods, we see that many measurements of RD occurred in altitude (km) range of
8-12 km.
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Figure 4-14. Number of measurements in each bin.

4.2.2.2 Fraction of events with RD>3
Figure 4.15 shows the spatial locations of NPF events, from Figure 4.15, we see
that NPF events occurred in all latitude bands (tropical, mid, and polar latitudes) with
different intensities. Since the studied missions were designed to make measurements
near the tropopause layer, we see from Figure 4.15 that a considerable number of NPF
events occurred near the tropopause layer. The larger fractions of observations showing
NPF are found at lower latitudes and altitudes. The boundary between higher and lower
abundances and higher and lower fractions of NPF shown in these graphs resembles the
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location of the tropopause. The tropopause is highest in the tropics and lower at high
latitudes. This suggests plotting both abundance and fraction NPF against distance from
the tropopause. The NPF process appears to occur most often at low latitudes. The
shape of the region of higher incidence of NPF suggests that the NPF was observed
below the tropopause. Therefore, we replotted these data on a vertical axis that
displayed distance from the tropopause. A significant of these measurements were
made in the Arctic Winter with little or no sunlight and this may have contributed the
small number of NPF events on these flights

Figure 4.15: Fraction of measurements showing NPF
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4.2.2.3: Abundances and NPF distance from tropopause
Figure 4.16 shows abundances (mixing ratio of particles) as a function of distance
from the tropopause and latitude. From Figure 4.16, we can see that higher particle
abundances are found below the MERRA tropopause and at lower latitudes. At high
latitudes, higher particle abundances are found around the tropopause.

Figure 4.16: Mixing ratio of particles as a function of distance from the tropopause and
latitude

Figure 4.17 shows fraction of observations with RD>3 as a function of latitude
and distance from the MERRA tropopause. From Figure 4.17, we can see that the
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fraction of observations showing NPF is also higher below the tropopause and
equatorward of 65 N. Some NPF is seen above the tropopause.

Figure 4.17: Fraction of observations with RD>3 as a function of latitude and distance
from tropopause

4.3 NPF events and solar exposure (Photochemistry)
NPF means particles are formed by condensation of molecules to create
particles. These molecules are called condensable species. The condensable species are
formed in reactions in the atmosphere. OH is a free radical. In reactions with precursor
species such as SO2, it forms condensable molecules Condensable molecules, such as
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H2SO4, form stable clusters or stick to pre-existing surface, condensation leads to growth
and larger particles formed. Since photochemistry is involved in the formation of
condensable molecules, it is likely that differing amounts of solar exposure could affect
the distribution of NPF events observed in the flights reported here. Higher sun
exposure means that higher condensable molecule production. Calculations of back
trajectories for air parcels encounter along the aircraft flight tracks, will provide a spatial
and temporal history of air parcel motion. The back trajectories are generated by Dr.
Leslie R. Lait. NASA Goddard provided back trajectory calculations that included average
fractional solar exposure over 5 days (ESPO.NASA.GOV > ESPO Archive > (SOLVE-ER2,
SOLVE-DC8, SOLVE II, CR-AVE and TC4) > Goddard Flight Support - BT. Last accessed
6/25/2021). BT data were downloaded for the flights reported here. The average
fractional solar exposure ranged from 0 to 0.5 for the trajectories examined. These
trajectories ended on the flight path of the aircraft at a specified time and the Relative
Difference (RD). RD was plotted against the average fractional solar exposure modeled
for that trajectory.
The Figure 4.18 shows the impact of solar exposure on RD of 6 missions over 5
days. The RD > 3 is associated with NPF. It appears that NPF does occur for some of the
trajectory end points with solar fraction > 0.4. Not all of the parcels exposed to this
much sun produced new particles. Solar exposure appears to be another factor that
cannot cause NPF on its own. From the Figure, we can see that, the measurements were
made in winter, such as SOLVE-DC8, SOLVEII-DC8 and CR-AVE, it is very likely that the air
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sampled for those measurements did not receive much sunlight prior to the
measurements, there is little or no sunlight to create OH. So there is very little creation
of condensable molecules from precursor molecules.

Figure 4.18: Impact of solar exposure on Relative Difference of 6 missions over 5
days.
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4.4 Air mass convective transport and NPF events
4.4.1 CO and O3 act as tracers of tropospheric and stratospheric air,
respectively
The origins of air masses can be inferred using tracers, such as O3 and CO, Park et
al., (2007) stated that CO and O3 act as tracers of tropospheric and stratospheric air,
respectively, their statistical relationship can be used to quantify air mass characteristics
and origins. Fischer et al., 2000; Hoor et al., 2002; and Pan et al., 2004 used tracer-tracer
relationships to know the transition region between tropospheric and stratospheric air
masses.
Deep convective events involve vertical uplift of air mass, which related with
severe weather and can also disturb stratospheric-tropospheric exchange and the
radiation balance of the Earth by altering the composition and thermal structure of the
UTLS. In the present study, upward lifting of the airmass is defined mainly based on O3poor and CO-rich air that reached to high altitudes near the stratosphere. This
convective motion can carry precursor gases such as SO2 upward into the study region
of the UTLS. Precursor gases can then be converted in those location by photochemistry
to condensable species which can drive NPF and growth of existing particles.
Within the tropics, most of the tropospheric air enters the stratosphere via these
processes; Brewer-Dobson-circulation (Holton et al., 1995), and deep convection
(Danielsen, 1982, 1993). The air enters the stratosphere in the tropics and exits the
stratosphere mostly at the winter pole. In the meantime it moves slowly from equator
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to pole and ozone is made by photochemistry. Most of this happens well above the
reach of the NASA airplanes used in this research. In the troposphere, air rises due to
convection and carries precursor gases with it like SO2. CO is also emitted at the surface
and can be used as a tracer for air that has been near the ground and perhaps picked up
precursor gases. Looking at the distributions of CO and O3 observed in these flights
provides information on the range of these variables in the dataset.
Figure 4.19 shows ozone as a function of distance from tropopause and latitude.
The figure shows highest ozone abundance in the high latitude stratosphere. Most highaltitude ozone is formed higher up and is transported downward at the pole in winter
by the air flow. So this graph shows that, I can use O3 as a tracer for stratospheric air in
our dataset. High ozone is associated with air from the stratosphere. And, in this
dataset, low ozone is associated with tropospheric air.
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Figure 4.19: Ozone in the Dataset. Highest values in the polar stratosphere. Most of
these measurements were made in winter and air descends over the winter pole
bringing high ozone with it.

Figure 4.20 shows CO as a function of distance from tropopause and latitude.
The CO abundances plotted in Figure 4.20 show that in this dataset the origin of the CO
is low in the atmosphere near the surface. The CO abundance is small poleward of 60 N
above the tropopause. So this graph shows that, I can use CO as a tracer for
tropospheric air in our dataset. High CO is associated with air from the troposphere.
And, in this dataset, low CO is associated with stratospheric air.
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Figure 4.20: CO measurements show lowest values in stratosphere and higher
values lower in the troposphere.

4.4.2 Relation between CO and O3 abundances and NPF events
Figure 4.21 shows CO vs O3. From Figure 4.21, we can see that when CO is high,
O3 is low. The events of new particle formation are shown in red and show that NPF
does not occur when O3 is greater than 1000 ppb and mostly occurs when O3 is less than
625 ppb.
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Figure 4.21 shows CO vs O3.
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Chapter Five: Factors effecting NPF events within UTLS
5.1 The main factors
Different factors affecting NPF events within the UTLS are mentioned in several
papers, such as Lee et al., 2003; Andreae et al., 2018; Lee et al., 2019; and Williamson et
al., 2019. The primary factors affecting NPF events are: 1) Air mass convective and/or
advective transport that brings precursor gases to the region of interest, 2)
Meteorological factors (low temperatures and high relative humidity), 3) Pre-existing
aerosol surface area, and 4) Sun exposure history of air masses. It is beyond the scope if
this thesis to determine the relative contributions of these various factors. I will examine
the dataset and look of evidence that these factors impacted NPF.

5.2 Impact of air mass convective transport on NPF events
Figure 4.19 shows that I can use O3 as a tracer for stratospheric air and Figure
4.20 shows that I can use CO as a tracer for tropospheric air. In Figure 4.21 (CO vs. O3 as
a function of NPF events), we can see that NPF events which shown in red and show
that NPF does not occur when O3 is greater than 1000 ppb and mostly occurs when O3 is
less than 625 ppb. I used these Figures to show that the origin of the air masses that
were observed contained NPF events is likely came from near to the ground
(troposphere).
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MR1-MR2 approximates the number of particles in the 4 to 8 nm diameter range
and as an indication of the impact of NPF. Figures 5.1 and 5.2 show MR1-MR2 vs. CO
and O3. These points have been identified as occasions of NPF. The simple linear
fitshows that unexpected trends are not found in the mass of points (data points that
show RD>3, Rhice<95%, and not in plume; 5500). The linear fit was done to check for
any possible trends hidden in the dense group of points. The figure and the linear fit
show that the number of particles in the 4 to 8 nm diameter range in NPF events
generally decreases as ozone increases. These relationships between CO, O3 and
indications of NPF suggest that NPF is likely to be associated with air coming from near
to the ground and unlikely to be associated with stratospheric air. This is consistent with
the idea that NPF needs precursor gases originating at the surface and that convection
can bring those gases to the UTLS. CO is relatively high in high latitude air which is below
the tropopause yet figure 4.17 shows little NPF in this region. So presence of CO is not
sufficient to cause significant NPF. Other factors must be involved, and low CO does not
prevent NPF. So other factors must be involved.
Occasional events of NPF are found when ozone is greater than 1000 ppb, but
they are not accompanied by large numbers of particles in the 4 to 8 nm diameter
range. These data do not show much NPF in the stratosphere. In the first kilometer
above the MERRA tropopause 6 of the 19 latitude bins from -5 to 90N show more than
20% of observations with RD >3. One bin has 33% (Figure 4.17). Figure 5.1 shows some
CO in this layer as well.
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Figures 5.1: show MR1-MR2 vs. CO

Figure 5.1 MR1-MR2 as an estimet of abundance of particles in 4 to 8 nm
diameter range against CO. These points have been identified as occasions of NPF. The
simple linear fit shows that unexpected trends are not found in the mass of points.
Indeed the impact of NPF appears to increase as CO increases. The trend of MR1-MR2
against ozone is also inform
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Figures 5.2: show MR1-MR2 vs. O3

Figure 5.2, MR1-MR2 for identified NPF events plotted against O3 shows that the
impact of NPF is greatest at ozone abundances less than 1000 ppb.

5.3 Impact of temperature and relative humidity on NPF events
Since I have both temperature and relative humidity data, I thought I would test
these two variables. Table 5.1 showed the following for measurements made at Rhice
<95%.
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Table 5.1: Temperature and relative humidity values
Category
New Particle Formation (RD>3)
No New Particle Formation (RD<3)

RHice
41%
28%

Temperature
215 K
211 K

There suggests that higher humidity may have encouraged NPF. The
temperature difference is pretty small but the average temperature of parcels which
were found to have has NPF was 4 C warmer than parcels which did not produce new
particles.
There is a problem with this analysis. The particles which are used to identify
NPF can persist for days. The temperature of RHice of a parcel can change as it moves
around the atmosphere. Therefore we do not know whether the Rhice and temperature
we recorded were the same that were present when the particles was formed. So these
conditions might have been present. In any case we can make a weak claim - higher
RHice may have been associated with NPF.

5.4 Pre-existing aerosol surface and NPF
Mean surface distributions were calculated for measurements made in latitudes
in the -5 to 30 N range and below the tropopause for cloud free air. Plots were made for
cases showing NPF (RD>3, 47%) and cases not showing NPF (RD<3, 53%). The mean
surface distribution of the measurements showing NPF had less surface area than did
the mean of the measurements showing no NPF (Figure 5.3). The occurrence of NPF
indicates that photochemistry occurred and that condensable molecules formed new
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particles as well as condensed on the surface of preexisting particles. It is possible that
the distributions with more surface area provided a sufficient sink for the condensable
molecules so that insufficient condensable molecules remained to make new particles in
that region. The modeling exercise required to determine if this was the case is beyond
the scope of this thesis. None the less the existence of this difference in surface area is
consistent with the preexisting aerosol surface tending to suppress NPF.

Figure 5.3: Mean surface distributions showing NPF and not showing NPF.

5.5 Solar exposure and NPF
Summer (August 2007) and winter (January-February 2006) solar exposure
differences are shown in Figure 5.4 for the TC4 and CR-AVE missions. From the Figure,
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we can see that, the high RD values during TC4 mission can be interpreted as evidence
of the impact of solar exposure (photochemistry) on NPF events. In winter, the RD > 3
(NPF) events were little and have low RD values compared with those of summer 2007.
This suggests precursor gases are pretty rare in winter, consequently, the quantities of
precursor gases were not enough to have been oxidized to condensable species.

Figure 5.4: Summer (August 2007, red color) and winter (January-February 2006,
blue color) solar exposure comparison
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Chapter Six: Conclusions
In this chapter, I will give conclusions summery about the findings that I drew
from this work. This chapter contains three sections: Section one deals with RD and NPF
events that were observed. Section two deals with the effect of NPF on size
distributions. Section three describes the main important factors that are affecting NPF,
such as temperature, relative humidity, aerosol surface area, and solar exposure, air
mass transportation.

6.1 RD and NPF findings
The RD values calculated for 1 hz data were able to distinguish between
measurements where the mixing ratio for CPC1 of the NMASS exceeded the mixing ratio
for CPC2 (Figure 4.11). The RD statistic at 1 hz rate permits distinguishing between
measurements showing recent NPF and those not showing recent NPF. The plots of
aerosol number mixing ratio as a function of latitude and altitude and plots of aerosol
properties as a function of latitude and distance from the MERRA tropopause showed
important patterns of variability. Figure 4.12 displays that the aerosol mixing ratio
reached greater values of 17,000 particles/mg air in the upper tropical troposphere but
were as small as 200 particles/mg air in the artic stratosphere. The mixing ratios of
particles excluding NPF shows many fewer particles per milligram of air in the latitude
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range from -5 to 35 N below the tropopause than does the distribution of all
measurements (Figure 4.13). Therefore NPF contributes significantly to the particle
abundance in this region. The fraction of observations showing recent NPF (RD>3)
decreases rapidly with distance above the MERRA tropopause (Figure 4.17).
Observations of aerosol particle number mixing ratios and fraction of
observations showing NPF are reported to altitudes of 20 km from -5 N latitude to 85 N
latitude (with a gap from 45 N to 55 N) (Figure 4.12 and Figure 4.15). This spatial extent
of measurements of particles this small is unique in the literature. Williamson et al.
(2019) have reported a broad latitudinal range at altitudes below 12.4 km. Although NPF
events are rare in the stratosphere, we report fractions of observations showing NPF to
range from 0.2 to 0.6 near the equator between 15 and 17 km altitudes.

6.2 Impact of NPF on size distributions
Size distributions with 30 second average RD > 3 show many more nucleation
and Aitken mode particles than do size distributions with a 30s average RD<3 (Figure
4.2). Thus the RD statistic distinguishes between size distributions meaning that the
impact recent NPF from those which do not show the impact of recent NPF. This 30
second average RD statistic permits the study of the impact of NPF on number, surface
and volume distributions. The mean distributions of number, surface and volume having
RD>3 differ from distributions with RD<3.
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The mean of number distributions with RD>3 shows many more particles smaller
than 100 nm does the mean of number distributions with RD<3 (figures 4.2, 4.3, 4.5).
The mean of surface distributions with RD>3 shows less surface area abundance for
diameters larger than 30 nm than does the mean of the surface distributions having
RD<3 (Figure 4.7). This result is consistent with the fact that surface area can scavenge
condensable molecules and clusters and therefore suppress NPF. The mean of volume
distributions with RD>3 shows less volume for diameters larger than 100 nm than does
the mean of the volume distributions having RD<3.

6.3 Factors affecting NPF events
Factors encouraging NPF include low temperatures and high relative humidity,
abundant precursor gases and abundant free radicals to oxidize precursor gases. CO and
O3 were used as tracers for precursor gases. Abundant CO may indicate recent transport
from near the surface and may suggest the presence of precursor gases which are
sourced at the surface. Abundant O3 may indicate stratospheric air which is likely to be
poor in precursor gas. Solar exposure was used as a proxy for free radicals able to
oxidize precursor gases. The occurrence of NPF was studied in relation to the tracers
and proxies to see if the factors encouraging NPF were associated with the observations
of NPF.
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6.3.1 Large CO abundances as indicator for occurring of NPF events
Figure 4.19 showed that the highest abundances of O3 were indeed observed in
the stratosphere. Similarly the highest abundances of CO were seen below the MERRA
tropopause (Figure 4.20). NPF was not observed at abundances of O3 exceeding 1000
ppb and only rarely seen at abundances above 625 ppb (Figure 4.21). Small particles,
indicated by MR1-MR2 were more abundant when air had larger abundances of CO
(Figure 5.1). Small particles were less abundant when O3 abundance was above about
600 ppb (Figure 5.2). Also, the factors thought to encourage NPF were mostly stronger
in cases with NPF than in cases lacking NPF.

6.3.2 Impact of relative humidity on NPF events
Relative humidity with respect to ice was on average higher (41%) in cases where
NPF was observed than in cases where it was not (28%) (Table 5.1).
All the figures referenced here displayed data acquired when the relative
humidity with respect to ice was less than 95%. This restriction was in place to reduce
the chances that samples were drawn from clouds. The forward-facing inlet used to
sample the air can fracture ice cloud particles and create artifacts in aerosol
instrumentation.
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6.3.3 Impact of solar exposure on NPF events
Higher values of RD were observed when the solar exposure exceeded 4.5 than
when it was less than 4.5 (Figure 4.18).
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Appendix
A.1 Matlab Code
A.1.1 Plotting particle number size distributions
This script gives the main comments for plotting two subplots of number size
distribution and mean number distribution to compare the one that shows NPF with the
other one that shows no NPF.
% % To input values of diameter range, lower limit
Dpnm_bins=[3.8,4.2,4.7,5.3,6,6.7,7.5,8.4,9.4,10.6,11.9,13.3,15,16.8,18.8,21.2,23.7,...
26.6,29.9,33.5,37.6,42.2,47.3,53.1,59.6,66.8,75,84.1,94.4,101,106,115,131,149,169,...
193,219,250,284,323,368,419,477,543,618,703,801,912,1038.0];
% % To calculate geometric mean
for Nn=1:48
Dp_mdpt(Nn)=sqrt(Dpnm_bins(Nn)*Dpnm_bins(Nn+1));
end
% % To calculate a dlogDp multiplier vector
for NN=1:48
dlogDp(NN)=log(Dpnm_bins(NN+1)./Dpnm_bins(NN));
end
% % To open excel files and concatenate the variables
source_dir='C:\Users\Mohamed Saad\Desktop\Hz_all_Flights\30new77_76\';
source_files=dir(fullfile(source_dir,'*xlsx'));
n_all=numel(source_files);
Variables=[];
for iall=1:n_all
current_data_all = xlsread(fullfile(source_dir, source_files(iall).name));
Variables=[Variables; current_data_all];
end
% % To assign name for each variable
ALT=All_Variables(1:end,10);
LAT=All_Variables(1:end,11);
RDaver=All_Variables(1:end,24);
RHIaver=All_Variables(1:end,25);
TroHi=All_Variables(1:end,26);
DisTrop=ALT-TroHi;
Plume=All_Variables(1:end,28);
dn=All_Variables(1:end,29:76);
% % find all data for NPF (RD>3) in clear air (RHIaver<95)
NT=find(RDaver>3&RHIaver<95&Plume==0);
dN=dn(NT,:);
% % To plot number distributions that shows NPF
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subplot(2,2,1); plot(Dp_mdpt(1:48),dN./dlogDp(1:48));
% % To plot mean number distributions in the same previous plot
mean_dNTLnpf(1,1:48)=nanmean(All_Variables(find(All_Variables(:,24)>3 &
All_Variables(:,25)<95 &All_Variables(:,28)~= 1),29:76));
hold on;plot(Dp_mdpt(1,1:48),mean_dNTLnpf(1,1:48)./dlogDp(1,1:48),'or','LineWidth',2,'MarkerSize',2);
% % To add the axis labeling
wa1='NPF mean';ya1=wa1; text(100,70000,['' num2str(ya1)],'color','r','FontSize',9);
ax1=gca;
title('Mean Number Distributions with/without NPF, 77
Flights','FontSize',10,'fontweight','normal');
xlabel('Particle Diameter, nm','FontSize',10,'fontweight','normal');
ylabel ('dN/dlogDp, Particles/mg air','FontSize',10,'fontweight','normal'); ax1.XScale=
'log'; ax1.YScale= 'log';grid on; ylim([0.1 100000]);
% % To plot number distributions that shows no NPF
% % To find all data for no NPF (RD<3) in clear air (RHIaver<95)
NLT=find(RDaver<3&RHIaver<95&Plume==0);
dNless=dn(NLT,:);
subplot(2,2,2); plot(Dp_mdpt(1:48),dNless./dlogDp(1:48));
ax=gca;
ax.XScale= 'log'; ax.YScale= 'log';grid on; ylim([0.1 100000]);
mean_dNTL(1,1:48)=nanmean(All_Variables(find(All_Variables(:,24)<3 &
All_Variables(:,25)<95 &...
All_Variables(:,28)~= 1),29:76));
hold on;plot(Dp_mdpt(1,1:48),mean_dNTL(1,1:48)./(dlogDp(1,1:48)),'ob','LineWidth',2,'MarkerSize',1);
% % To add legend “no NPF mean”
wa2='no NPF mean';ya2=wa2; text(100,40000,['' num2str(ya2)],'color','b','FontSize',9);
A.1.2 Plotting fraction of NPF events
This code for plotting fraction of measurements that showing NPF as function of
altitude and latitude.
% % To open excel files and concatenate the variables
source_dir='C:\Users\Mohamed Saad\Desktop\Hz_all_Flights\new77_76\';
source_files=dir(fullfile(source_dir,'*xlsx'));
n=numel(source_files);
data=[];
for i=1:n
current_data = xlsread(fullfile(source_dir, source_files(i).name));
data=[data; current_data];
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end
% % To assign name for each variable
mr1=data(:,6);
mr2=data(:,7);
RD=data(:,8); RD3=RD;
RD3(RD3<3)=0;RD3_nc=RD3(index_nc);
rhI=data(:,9);
ALT=data(:,10);l
at=data(:,11);
a30mr1=data(:,21);
AVER_RD=data(:,24);
AVER_RHI=data(:,25);
a30_TrThMERRA=data(:,26);
a30AmbiSurfAera=data(:,27);
a30plume=data(:,28);
distrp=ALT-a30_TrThMERRA;
% % To use discretize function
D77_lat_range = [-5 90] ;
D77_lat_binsize = 5;
D77_alt_range = [0,20];
D77_alt_binsize = 1;
D77_lat_bins = D77_lat_range(1): D77_lat_binsize: D77_lat_range(2);
D77_distrp_bins = D77_alt_range(1): D77_alt_binsize: D77_distrp_range(2);
D77_lat_bin = discretize(lat, D77_lat_bins);
D77_alt_bin = discretize(distrp, D77_alt_bins);
D77_RD_matrix = nan(length(D77_alt_bins),length(D77_lat_bins));
for II = 1:length(D77_alt_bins)
for JJ = 1:length(D77_lat_bins)
pointer11 = find(D77_alt_bin == II & D77_lat_bin ==JJ & rhI< 95 & RD >3 );
pointer12 = find(D77_alt_bin == II & D77_lat_bin ==JJ & rhI< 95 & RD >-30 );
D77_RD_matrix(II,JJ) = numel(pointer11)/numel(pointer12);
end
end
% % figure;
pcolor(D77_lat_bins, D77_alt_bins, (D77_RD_matrix));
cb=colorbar;
cb.Ticks = [0, .10, .2, .3, .4, .5, .6, .7, .8, .9, 1., 1.1];
cb.TickLabels = {'0','.1','.2','.3','.4','.5','.6','.7','.8','.9','1.0','1.1'};
title('data_77(:,8) RD, 0-20 alt and -5-90 lat range','interpreter','none')
xlabel('Latitude $(deg N)$','interpreter','latex')
ylabel('Altitude $(km)$','interpreter','latex')
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